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Foreward 

 

This book aims to be a guideline for any student 

who wants to learn about Semantic Web in a practical 

manner, for any professor who searches exercises and 

examples to enrich one’s Semantic Web course and for 

any practitioner who needs a rapid start in acquiring 

knowledge from Semantic Web domain.  In the first 

chapter, a short description of Semantic Web is 

provided.  The next chapters contain a theoretical 

summary, resolved exercises and proposed exercises 

related to the main Semantic Web layers: XML - 

Extensible Markup Language & related, RDF - 

Resource Description Framework, OWL - Web 

Ontology Language, SPARQL – a query language for 

RDF. Special chapters contain examples of XML and 

RDF related technologies, needed in real-world 

applications. 

The authors of the book are highly-involved in 

didactical and research activities related to Semantic 

Web.Maria-Iuliana Dascalu is a lecturer within the 

Faculty of Engineering in Foreign Languages (FILS), 

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest (UPB) and an 

active researcher in the field of applied computer 

science: she is the recipient of an European research 

prize- Danubius Young Scientist Award 2016, she won 

three national prizes for scientific papers published in 
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highly relevant journals (2014, 2015, 2016) and an 

Elsevier Certificate for Outstanding Contribution in 

Reviewing in 2015. Iuliana Marin graduated FILS, UPB 

in 2015 as valedictorian and is already a member of 4 

research projects, two in which ontologies play an 

important role. 

The authors 
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1. Introduction to Semantic Web 

 

The World Wide Web(www) is a system of 

interlinked hypertext documents accessed via 

the Internet who was invented by Sir Tim Berners-Leein 

1989 and is based on the client/server model and 

hypertext. World Wide Web is different from Internet 

which is the global system of interconnected computer 

networks. The idea of World Wide Web was the 

integration of disparate resources in a unified way, with 

no differences between data sources. Resources are seen 

as documents (web pages) and include mark-ups 

(annotations). Resources are identified by their address – 

uniform resource identifier (URI). Although www 

became a space for stocking & representing data, via 

HTML and CSS, there was a need for new models of 

knowledge representation, so that computers to be 

capable of processing data in an intelligent way. The 

Semantic Web was the solution for that:  “The Semantic 

Web will enable machines to comprehend semantic 

documents and data, not human speech and writings.” 

(Tim Berners-Lee, 2001). Both classical web and 

semantic web are sustained by the standards of World 

Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 

In Semantic Web, the links between resources 

have semantics and can be extended. The resources can 

be also extended and classified using conceptual 
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specifications. At the programmatic level, there are 

entities that are able to process information and to 

reason intelligently, giving complex services to users / 

machines, while users can share knowledge regardless 

of their storage / representation.The Semantic Web has 

several levels: https://www.w3.org/2004/Talks/0412-

RDF-functions/slide4-1.html; for each level, the Web 

Consortium proposes dedicated languages, based on 

XML.  

The main interest area of semantic web is 

knowledge management, as its objectives were to 

improve: information retrieval, data mining and relation 

mining, maintenance of knowledge repositories and 

automated generation of documents. It also created 

opportunities of optimization for: ambient intelligence, 

human-computer interaction, computer –computer 

interaction, bioinformatics and computational biology, 

grid computing & semantic grid computing, e-business, 

e-learning, simulations and so on. The Semantic Web 

bricks are considered: XML – - eXtensible Markup 

Language, RDF – Resource Description Framework  

and OWL – Web Ontology Language. All of them 

provide, in different levels, way of expressing and 

storing metadata, way to "structure" and describe terms 

and way to "explain" resources to allow automated 

reasoning.  
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2. XML- eXtensible Markup Language 

 

Data is more important than applications 

nowadays.  Sharing data between various information 

systems is not a straightforward issue: there is a 

syntactic sharing problem - finding a common medium 

for communication and a semantic sharing problem - 

finding a mutual encoding of concepts within a common 

medium.  The following necessities have to be satisfied: 

the data we want to model might be unknown and 

unbound; we don’t have a-priori a common 

vocabulary/schema; the data have to be self-explanatory; 

the model has to be suited for  the existing navigational 

architectures based on hypertext; the model has to 

provide support for URI. XML is a markup language 

designed to carry data, not to display data (like HTML), 

which satisfied all above necessities.  

2.1. Roundup Theory 

 

XML is the simplified descendant of Standard 

Generalized Markup Language, is a W3C standard for 

data exchange, has several versions, which were 

released in 1998, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2008, is cross-

platform, software and hardware independent and uses a 

Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML Schema 

to describe the input/ output data of applications. 

Although JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), a 
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lightweight data-interchange format, is more fashionable 

nowadays, XML is still highly used to create new 

languages. 

XML is well-formed and case-sensitive. XML  

documents have the extension “xml” and are formed 

from a prologue and a number of elements having a tree 

structure: 

 

Fig. 2.1.1. Structure of a XML document 

(http://www.w3schools.com/) 

A XML element consists of:an opening tag, the 

content and a closing tag. Tag names can be chosen 

almost freely.Names cannot contain spaces. The first 

character of a name must be a letter or an underscore.No 

name may begin with the string “xml” in  any 

combination of cases  (e.g. “Xml”, “xML”).The content 

may be text, or other elements, or nothing. 

An empty element is not necessarily 

meaningless: it may have some properties in terms of 

attributes. An attribute is a name-value pair inside the 

opening tag of an element: 
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<lecturer name=“Susana Caravana" phone="+61 

− 7 − 3875 507"/> 

Elements may contain attributes. If an attribute is 

present, it must have a value, even if it is an empty 

string "".Attributes can be replaced by elements. When 

to use elements and when attributes is a matter of taste. 

Attributes cannot be nested, elements can. Attributes 

cannot contain multiple values, elements can. Attributes 

cannot contain tree structures, elements can. Attributes 

are not easily expandable for future changes.  

XML files can be viewed in all major browsers.If 

an erroneous XML file is opened, the browser will 

report the error. A useful online validator for XML is 

available at: 

http://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_validator.asp. 

2.2. Exercises with solutions 

  

Setting up oXygen XML Developer 

 For the following exercises please download 

oXygen XML Developer from the 

http://www.oxygenxml.com/ website.  oXygen XML 

Developer is a tool developed in Romania by the 

company Syncro Soft which is not only used for XML 

editing, but it also supports XSLT, Xpath and XQuery 
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which will be further discussed in the following 

chapters. 

 In order to work, you have to click on 

"Register..." as in Figure 2.2.1. 

 

Fig. 2.2.1. Registration of oXygen XML Developer 

 The next step is to select the option "Request a 

TRIAL license..." which directs the user to the page 

http://www.oxygenxml.com/xml_editor/register.html 

where the button "Get Trial License" is clicked. 

Afterwards, a form as in Figure 2.2.2 appears which has 

to filled with the data of the user.  

The trial version is only of 30 days, but can be 

renewed by inserting a new email address. 

In this book oXygen XML Developer 18.1 was 

used. 
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Fig. 2.2.2. Request of oXygen XML Developer trial 

license  

 

Exercise 1 

Write an XML file related to the courses you study at 

the university, where the root element is courses. Each 

course should have a name, at least one instructor, at 

least one class room, at least one students’ group, the 

semester in which takes place (optional), its schedule 

(day of week and hours). The students’ group is 

described by: the code (mandatory), the specialization 

(computer science/electronics/mechanics), the year 

(mandatory) and the stream (English/ French/ German). 

Test if your XML is "well-formed" by dragging it inside 

the browser. 

Solution 

An XML file comprises elements and attributes. An 

element represents a building block, so that in the 
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XMLfile will appear start and end tags. Attributes offer 

more details about the elements. 

In this example code, specialization, year and stream 

will be the attributes of the element studentgroup. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE courses SYSTEM "ex.dtd"> 

<courses> 

<course> 

<name>Calculus</name> 

<instructor>Olteanu Mircea</instructor> 

<classroom>AN024</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1211" 

specialization="computerScience" year="1" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>1</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Monday</day> 

<hours>10-12</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Web Application Development</name> 

<instructor>Vasilateanu Andrei</instructor> 
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<classroom>CJ201</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1231" 

specialization="computerScience" year="3" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Tuesday</day> 

<hours>14-16</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Software Development Methods</name> 

<instructor>Serbanati Luca</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ201</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1231" 

specialization="computerScience" year="3" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Wednesday</day> 

<hours>16-18</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 
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<name>Semantic Web</name> 

<instructor>Maria Dascalu</instructor> 

<instructor>Popescu Alina</instructor> 

<instructor>Ionescu Andreea</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ101</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1241" 

specialization="computerScience" year="4" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Thursday</day> 

<hours>11-14</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

</courses> 

 

 

 

An XML file is "well-formed" if the tags can be 

expanded when dragging it inside the browser as in 

Figure 2.2.3. 
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Fig. 2.2.3. Validation of a well-formed XML file inside 

the browser 

Exercise 2 

Write an XML file related tocandidate CVssubmitted to 

a hiring company. A CV is characterized by the 

candidate's name, current job title, several experiences, 

where each experience is defined by its own id and 

contains information about the job title, company, hiring 

period, location and job description. A candidate also 

has defined several education entries, where each entry 
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has its own id, as well as a title, school name, location, 

period. The skills which belong to the candidate are also 

mentioned. 

Solution: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" 

standalone="no"?> 

<!DOCTYPE CVs SYSTEM "ex2.dtd"> 

<CVs> 

<CV> 

<Name>Ion Popescu</Name> 

<Jobtitle>Junior Hadoop Developer</Jobtitle> 

<Location>Bucharest, Romania</Location> 

<Experiences> 

<Experience id="1"> 

<Title>Junior Hadoop Developer</Title> 

<Company>Oracle</Company> 

<Dates>April 2014 - present</Dates> 

<Location>Bucharest, Romania</Location> 

<Description>Experience with the Apache Hadoop 

ecosystem such as Flume, Sqoop, Zookeeper, Oozie, 

Pig, Mahout, Hive, Hbase as well as cloud platforms 

such as AWS, OpenStack, Torque.  

 </Description> 

</Experience> 

</Experiences> 

<Educations> 

<Education id="1"> 
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<Title>Master of Software Engineering</Title> 

<School>University POLITEHNICA of 

Bucharest</School> 

<Location>Bucharest</Location> 

<Dates>2012 - 2014</Dates> 

</Education> 

<Education id="2"> 

<Title> Hadoop Ecosystem Certificate</Title> 

<School>Cloudera</School> 

<Location>Bucharest, Romania</Location> 

<Dates>2013 - 2014</Dates> 

</Education> 

<Education id="3"> 

<Title>Oracle Certified Associate, Java SE 7 

Programmer</Title> 

<School>Oracle</School> 

<Location>Bucharest, Romania</Location> 

<Dates>2010-2011</Dates> 

</Education> 

</Educations> 

<Skills>Java, C# , Prolog, Javascript , HTML 5, SVN, 

Visual Studio, SQL, Maven, Hive, Sqoop, Hbase, Oozie, 

Flume, Zookeeper, Pig, Mahout</Skills> 

</CV> 

</CVs> 
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2.3. Proposed exercises 

Exercise 1 

Write an XML file related to the scheduling of movies 

belonging to a cinema where you should have at least 3 

movies. Each movie should have a title, a director, at 

least one actor, each actor having a name, the year, at 

least one cinema hall, the synopsis of the movie 

(optional), its schedules (date and hours) and the 

genre(action/romance/drama). The cinema hall is 

described by: the id (mandatory), chair type (mesh 

fabric/leather arm chair) and the capacity. 

Exercise 2 

Write an XML file regarding a cake recipe that should 

have a name, total cooking time (optional), difficulty 

(mandatory), number of portions,several ingredients and 

instructions related to it. Each ingredient should have its 

name specified, as well as the quantity.Each instruction 

should have the step number specified. 
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3. DTD - A Document Type Declaration& XSD 

– XML Schema Definition 

 

A Document Type Declaration (DOCTYPE) 

tells us which tags and attributes are allowed, where 

they can be placed, whether or not they can be nested 

within a given document and what additional entity 

definitions are required. It is used to validate an xml 

document. An XML-alternative of DTD is XML 

Schema. 

3.1. Roundup Theory 

 

 A DOCTYPE can be external (saved in a file 

with the extension “dtd”, see Fig. 3.1.1) or internal, 

embedded in the XML file (see Fig. 3.1.2). 

 

Fig. 3.1.1.External DOCTYPE 
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The type of elements indicated in DOCTYPE 

can be only PCDATA or CDATA. In XML Schema, 

more complex types are available. PCDATA is parsed 

character data. PCDATA is text that will be parsed by a 

parser. The text will be examined by the parser for 

entities and markup.PCDATA should not contain any &, 

<, or > characters. CDATA is character data. CDATA is 

text that will NOT be parsed by a parser. Tags inside the 

text will NOT be treated as markup and entities will not 

be expanded. 

 

Fig. 3.1.2.Internal DOCTYPE 

Elements can be declared in the following ways: 

• Declaring empty elements <!ELEMENT 

element-name EMPTY> 

Example: <!ELEMENT br EMPTY> 

• Elements with any contents <!ELEMENT 

element-name ANY> 
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Example: <!ELEMENT note ANY> 

• Elements with PCDATA <!ELEMENT element-

name (#PCDATA)> 

Example: <!ELEMENT from (#PCDATA)> 

• Elements with children <!ELEMENT element-

name (child1,child2,...)> 

Example: <!ELEMENT note 

(to,from,heading,body)> 

• Declaring only 1 occurrence of an element 

<!ELEMENT element-name (child-name)> 

Example:  <!ELEMENT note (message)> 

• Declaring min 1 occurrence of an element 

<!ELEMENT element-name (child-name+)> 

Example: <!ELEMENT note (message+)> 

• Declaring 0 or >0 occurrences of an element 

<!ELEMENT element-name (child-name*)> 

Example: <!ELEMENT note (message*)> 

• Declaring 0 or 1 occurrences of an element  

<!ELEMENT element-name (child-name?)> 

Example: <!ELEMENT note (message?)> 

• Declaring either/or an element 

Example: <!ELEMENT note 

(to,from,header,(message|body))> 

Attributs can be declared in the following way: 

• <!ATTLIST element-name attribute-name 

attribute-type default-value> 
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• <!ATTLIST element-name attribute-name 

(en1|en2|..) default-value> 

Example: <!ATTLIST payment type CDATA 

"check"> 

The attribute-type can be one of the following: 

CDATA (character data), ID (unique id), IDREF (the id 

of another element). The default-value can be one of the 

following: value, #REQUIRED (mandatory), 

#IMPLIED (optional), #FIXED value (can’t be 

changed). 

An XML Schema describes the structure of an XML 

document.The XML Schema language is also referred to 

as XML Schema Definition (XSD).The purpose of an 

XML Schema is to define the legal blocks of an XML 

document:the elements and attributes that can appear in 

a document, data types for elements and attributes, the 

number of (and order of) child elements, default and 

fixed values for elements and attributes. 

3.2. Exercises with solutions 

 

Exercise 1 

Setup a DTD (Document Type Definition) based on the 

previous presented situation in Exercise 1 from Chapter 

2.2 to describe the courses you study at the university. 
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Your DTD should contain constraints for both XML 

attributes and XML elements. 

Check if your  XML code is ”valid” according to  your 

DTD. Validate your XML with oXygen XML 

Developer. 

Solution: 

A new .dtd file is created by clicking on File -> New... 

and writing dtd in the search field where it is by default 

written "Type filter text". 

PCDATA (Parsed Character Data) is used because XML 

parses all the text of the XML document. whereas 

CDATA (Character Data) represents unparsed text data. 

For PCDATA the tags inside the text will be considered 

a markup and the entities will be able to get expanded, 

while for CDATA, the tag will not be considered a 

markup. The keyword ANY refers to an element with 

whatever content. 

A DTD file comprises elements and attributes. An 

element represents a building block, so that in the XMl 

file will appear start and end tags. Attributes offer more 

details about the elements. 

The courses element will be composed of several 

courses and this is defined by using <!ELEMENT 

courses (course+)>. 
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An element that is declared in the statement with "at 

least one", a "+" is added at the end of its name and if 

the element is optional, then a "?" is added at the end of 

the declaration. 

An attribute list is declared as <!ATTLIST elementName 

attributeName attributeType attributeValue>, where the 

attributeName will be the attribute of the element having 

elementName. For example, attributeType can be of 

type CDATA or an enumeration, such as 

(computerScience | electronics | mechanics). 

Each course should have a name, at least one instructor, 

at least one class room, at least one students’ group, the 

semester in which takes place (optional), its schedule 

(day of week and hours). The students’ group is 

described by: the code (mandatory), the specialization 

(computer science/electronics/mechanics), the year 

(mandatory) and the stream (English/ French/ German). 

The content of the file which defines the building blocks 

of the XML document regarding the situation described 

above will be the following: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!ELEMENT courses (course+)> 

<!ELEMENT course (name, instructor+, classroom+, 

studentgroups+, semester?, schedule)> 

<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT instructor (#PCDATA)> 
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<!ELEMENT classroom (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT studentgroups (studentgroup+)> 

<!ELEMENT studentgroup (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT semester (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT schedule (day, hours)> 

<!ELEMENT day ANY> 

<!ELEMENT hours ANY> 

<!ATTLIST studentgroup code CDATA#REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST studentgroup specialization 

(computerScience | electronics | 

mechanics)"electronics"> 

<!ATTLIST studentgroup year CDATA#REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST studentgroup stream (English | French | 

German)"English"> 

 

 

In order to check if the XML code is correct according 

to the previous DTD, the XML will be validated by 

using oXygen XML Developer. This is done as in 

Figure 3.2.1 where the button with the red pin is selected 

corresponding to the option Associate Schema. The 

given DTD solution is saved inside the file named 

ex1.dtd and the current XML file is validated according 

to it. Below it can be noticed that the validation of the 

schema is in progress. 
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Fig. 3.2.1. Validation of XML based on DTD by 

associating a schema in oXygen XML Developer 

 

The result after clicking on OK is: 

 

Exercise 2 

Setup a DTD (Document Type Definition) based on the 

previous presented situation in Exercise 2 from Chapter 

2.2 to describe the CVs of candidates. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!ELEMENT CVs (CV+)> 

<!ELEMENT CV (Name, Jobtitle, Location, 

Experiences, Educations, Skills)> 

<!ELEMENT Name (#PCDATA)> 
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<!ELEMENT Jobtitle (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Location (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Skills (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Experiences (Experience+)> 

<!ELEMENT Experience (Title, Company, Dates, 

Location, Description)> 

<!ELEMENT Title (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Company (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Dates ANY> 

<!ELEMENT Description (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Educations (Education+)> 

<!ELEMENT Education (Title, School, Location, 

Dates)> 

<!ELEMENT School (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST Experience id CDATA#REQUIRED> 

<!ATTLIST Education id CDATA#REQUIRED> 

 

Exercise 3 

Try to ensure that your XML respects at least the 

following constraints: 

• Study year must be an integer. 

• As a minimum one instructor must be assigned 

to a course and as maximum three. 

 

Use a XML Schema (.XSD) for that. XML Schema is an 

XML-based alternative to DTD. You can reuse your 
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Schema in other Schemas, create your own data types 

derived from the standard types and reference multiple 

schemas in the same document. 

 

Solution 

 

XSDs are used to describe the structure of an XML file. 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xs:schemaxmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSc

hema" 

xmlns:vc="http://www.w3.org/2007/XMLSchema-

versioning" elementFormDefault="qualified" 

    vc:minVersion="1.1"> 

<xs:element name="courses"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="course" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="name" 

type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

<!-- The occurences take into consideration the 

appearances in the parent --> 

<xs:element name="instructor" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="3"> 

</xs:element> 
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<xs:element name="classroom" 

type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="studentgroups"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="studentgroup"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:attribute name="code" type="xs:string"> 

</xs:attribute> 

<xs:attribute name="specialization" type="xs:string"> 

</xs:attribute> 

<!-- The study year has to be an integer --> 

<xs:attribute name="year" type="xs:integer"> 

</xs:attribute> 

<xs:attribute name="stream" type="xs:string"> 

</xs:attribute> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

<xs:element 

name="semester"type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

<xs:element name="schedule"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="day" 

type="xs:string"></xs:element> 
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<xs:element name="hours" 

type="xs:string"></xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:schema> 

 

The XSD can be used in order to validate the XML file 

and this can be done by exploiting the capabilities of the 

http://www.freeformatter.com/xml-validator-xsd.html 

website. 

The check for the current example and XML file from 

Chapter 2 can be visualized in Figure 3.2.2. 

 

Fig. 3.2.2. Validation of XML based on XSD 
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3.3. Proposed exercises 

Exercise 1 

Setup a DTD to describe the scheduling of movies 

belonging to a certain cinema, where the description is 

provided in the requirement of exercise 1 from Chapter 

3.3. 

You have to have at least 1 movie in your list of movies.  

Exercise 2 

Validate your XML file from Exercise 1 belonging to 

Chapter 3.3 with the previous written DTD file. Check if 

your  XML code is ”valid” according to  your DTD. 

Validate your XML with oXygen XML Developer. 

Exercise 3 

By using the XML from Exercise 1 belonging to 

Chapter 2.3, try to ensure that your XML respects at 

least the following constraints: 

• The movie appearance year must be an integer. 

• As a minimum one hall must be assigned to a 

movie and as maximum three. 

 

Use a XML Schema (.XSD) for that. XML Schema is an 

XML-based alternative to DTD. You can reuse your 

Schema in other Schemas, create your own data types 
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derived from the standard types and reference multiple 

schemas in the same document. 

Validate according to: 

http://www.freeformatter.com/xml-validator-xsd.html. 
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4. XSLT- the eXtensible Stylesheet Language 

Transformations 

 

It is possible to use CSS to format an XML 

document, but XSL is the preferred style sheet language 

of XML.XSL (the eXtensible Stylesheet Language) is 

far more sophisticated than CSS. XSL is an XML-based 

language used for stylesheets that can be used to 

transform XML documents into other document types 

and formats. XSL has several parts: XSL 

Transformations (XSLT) - a language for transforming 

XML, XML Path Language (XPath) - an expression 

language used by XSLT to access or refer to parts of an 

XML document, XSL Formatting Objects (XSL-FO) - 

an XML vocabulary for specifying formatting 

semantics. 

4.1. Roundup Theory 

 

XSLT - XSL Transformations transforms input 

document (source tree) into a particular way in a 

specified output document (result tree) and is built on a 

structure known as an XSL template.  

The most common XSLT elements are: 
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• <xsl:stylesheet> or <xsl:stylesheet 

version="version number" xmlns="path to W3C 

namespace">used as root element of nearly all XSLT 

stylesheets; 

• <xsl:template>contains rules to apply when a 

specified node is matched; the value of the match 

attribute is an XPath expression; 

• <xsl:value-of> - used to extract the value of a 

selected node and add it to the output stream of the 

transformation; 

• <xsl:for-each> - used to select every XML element 

of a specified node-set; 

• <xsl:for-each select="expression"> - used to filter 

the output; 

• <xsl:sort> - inside the <xsl:for-each> element, 

used for sorting the output; 

• <xsl:if test=”expression” - inside the <xsl:for-

each> element, used for sorting the output; 

• <xsl:choose> - used to apply a more complex if on 

the input data. 
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4.2. Exercises with solution 

 

Exercise 1 

Modify the XML of Exercise 1 from Chapter 2.2 in 

order to contain the names of the courses that you study 

this year and make a XSL document to transform the 

document into a XHTML page (Ch4Ex1.html) with this 

format: 

 
Solution 

The XML file that is processed is the following:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE courses SYSTEM "ex1.dtd"> 

<courses> 

<course> 

<name>Calculus</name> 

<instructor>Olteanu Mircea</instructor> 

<classroom>AN024</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1211" 

specialization="computerScience" year="1" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>1</semester> 

<schedule> 
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<day>Monday</day> 

<hours>10-12</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Web Application</name> 

<instructor>Vasilateanu Andrei</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ201</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1231" 

specialization="computerScience" year="3" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Tuesday</day> 

<hours>14-16</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Software Development Methods</name> 

<instructor>Serbanati Luca</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ201</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1231" 

specialization="computerScience" year="3" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 
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<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Wednesday</day> 

<hours>16-18</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Systems Engineering</name> 

<instructor>Maria Dascalu</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ101</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1241" 

specialization="computerScience" year="4" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Thursday</day> 

<hours>14-16</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Semantic Web</name> 

<instructor>Maria Dascalu</instructor> 

<instructor>Popescu Alina</instructor> 

<instructor>Ionescu Andreea</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ101</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 
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<studentgroup code="1241" 

specialization="computerScience" year="4" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Thursday</day> 

<hours>11-14</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

<course> 

<name>Software Engineering</name> 

<instructor>Nicolae Goga</instructor> 

<classroom>CJ205</classroom> 

<studentgroups> 

<studentgroup code="1241" 

specialization="computerScience" year="4" 

stream="English"></studentgroup> 

</studentgroups> 

<semester>2</semester> 

<schedule> 

<day>Wednesday</day> 

<hours>15-18</hours> 

</schedule> 

</course> 

</courses> 

 

Compared to the previous XML given as a solution in 
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Chapter 2, two more subjects are added, respectively 

Systems Engineering and Software Engineering. 

 

The XSL is similar to CSS for web pages, where the 

XML document is displayed according to its written 

statements. For the current solution, the current year of 

study of the student is considered to be the fourth year 

for the group number 1241 belonging to the English 

stream. This is done by going until a course element is 

encountered and for it data is filtered accordingly: 

<xsl:for-each 

select="courses/course[studentgroups/studentgroup[@co

de=1241 and @stream='English']]"> 

In the requirement it is selected to display the name of 

the course which is performed by the instruction: 

<xsl:value-of select="name"/> 

An unordered list <ul> is illustrating for showing the 

results. 

 

The content of the XSL file is the following: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xsl:stylesheetxmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XS

L/Transform" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

    exclude-result-prefixes="xs" 

    version="1.0"> 

<xsl:template match="/"> 
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<html> 

<body> 

<ul> 

<xsl:for-each 

select="courses/course[studentgroups/studentgroup[@co

de=1241 and @stream='English']]"> 

<li> 

<xsl:value-of select="name"/> 

</li> 

</xsl:for-each> 

</ul> 

</body> 

</html> 

</xsl:template> 

</xsl:stylesheet> 

 

The program can be run by clicking on the icon with a 

red player sign, click on New and choose XML 

transformation with XSLTlike in Figure 4.2.1.. 

 

A new frame appears called New scenario where for the 

XSLT option the XML and XSL URLs have to point 

towards the used files (see Figure 4.2.2.). 
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Fig. 4.2.1. Transformation of XML by using XSL 

 
Fig. 4.2.2. Setting the XML and XSL URLs 
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In order to transform the document into a XHTML page 

(Ch4Ex1.html), the option Output is clicked where 

forSave asis written the name of the XHTML page and 

for Show in results view as is selected XHTML (see 

Figure 4.2.3.).  

 

 
Fig. 4.2.3. Setting the output 

 

For the window that appear (see Figure 4.2.4), the 

button Apply associated is clicked in order to perform 

the transformation. 
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Fig. 4.2.4. Applying the associated XML transformation 

with XSL 

The result can be visualized in the lower part of the 

oXygen XML Developer window as in Figure 4.2.5 or 

inside a browser, such as Google Chrome in Figure 

4.2.6. 

 
Fig. 4.2.5. Result obtained in oXygen XML Developer 

 
Fig. 4.2.6. HTML page content 
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Exercise 2 

Consider the below XML which contains information 

about a shop which sells clothes. Write an XSL file that 

will display the data about: 

• The first client which has to be printed in red 

color; 

• The second 'Order' entry has to be shown as "~ 

This is the second Order ~"; 

• Each CancelledOrder has to be displayed with 

bold characters; 

• Color in yellow the clothes that have the price 

higher than $100; 

• Color in green the orders of the client named 

'Amel Hanoosh'; 

• The brand name with italic characters if two or 

more clothes can be ordered from that brand. 

Given XML: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<ClothShop> 

<Clients> 

<Client> 

<Name>Ionel Popescu</Name> 

<Address>Str. Lalelelor, nr. 25</Address> 

<City>Bucuresti</City> 

<Country>Romania</Country> 

</Client> 
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<Client> 

<Name>Cristian Mihai</Name> 

<Address>Str. Irisilor, nr. 3</Address> 

<City>Bucuresti</City> 

<Country>Romania</Country> 

</Client> 

<Client> 

<Name>Amel Hanoosh</Name> 

<Address>Qadisaya Expy, nr. 57</Address> 

<City>Baghdad</City> 

<Country>Iraq</Country> 

</Client> 

</Clients> 

<Clothes> 

<Cloth> 

<Description>Nike T-shirt</Description> 

<Size>L</Size> 

<Brand>Nike</Brand> 

<Price>$45</Price> 

</Cloth> 

<Cloth> 

<Description>Red dress with lace</Description> 

<Size>S</Size> 

<Brand>Guess</Brand> 

<Price>$160</Price> 

</Cloth> 

<Cloth> 

<Description>Leather jacket</Description> 
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<Size>XS</Size> 

<Brand>Guess</Brand> 

<Price>$200</Price> 

</Cloth> 

<Cloth> 

<Description>Blue shirt</Description> 

<Size>XL</Size> 

<Brand>Gant</Brand> 

<Price>$120</Price> 

</Cloth> 

  <Cloth> 

<Description>Wool jumper</Description> 

<Size>XL</Size> 

<Brand>Burberry</Brand> 

<Price>$120</Price> 

</Cloth> 

</Clothes> 

<Orders> 

<Order> 

<ClientName>Ionel Popescu</ClientName> 

<BoughtCloth>Blue shirt</BoughtCloth> 

</Order> 

<Order> 

<ClientName>Amel Hanoosh</ClientName> 

<BoughtCloth>Red dress with lace</BoughtCloth> 

</Order> 

</Orders> 

<CancelledOrders> 
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<CancelledOrder> 

<ClientName>Cristian Mihai</ClientName> 

<ReturnedCloth>Nike T-shirt</ReturnedCloth> 

</CancelledOrder> 

  <CancelledOrder> 

   <ClientName>Ionel 

Popescu</ClientName> 

   <ReturnedCloth>Wool 

jumper</ReturnedCloth> 

  </CancelledOrder> 

</CancelledOrders> 

</ClothShop> 

 

Solution 

The design of the resulting HTML page is done using 

the tag <test style="color:#FF0000">in order to make 

the text of the query result appear in red color. 

A color is considered to be the mix between red, green 

and blue and it is expressed in hexadecimal form. The 

intensity of the color is an integer between 0 and 255. 

For the color red the value of 255 will be used that will 

be expressed as #FF0000, because it is the only color 

used and FF corresponds to the value of F * 16 + F, 

where F is equal to 15, conducting to the final result of 

255. 
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Yellow is the combination between red and green and it 

is expressed as #FFFF00. 

An if else statement is done by using the tags 

<xsl:choose>, <xsl:when test="..."> and 

<xsl:otherwise>, as below: 

<xsl:choose> 

<xsl:when test="/ClothShop/Orders/Order[2]"> 

<xsl:text>~ This is the second Order ~</xsl:text> 

</xsl:when> 

<xsl:otherwise> 

<xsl:text>~ There is no such order ~</xsl:text> 

</xsl:otherwise> 

</xsl:choose> 

The text can be displayed inside the tag <xsl:text>or 

without it. The output will be the same. 

For the text to appear with bold characters, the HTML 

tag <b> can be used, while for italic characters can be 

specified the value for font-style: italic.  

The content of a node can be displayed using the text() 

function. 

When querying data, the value of the current node is 

accessed via dot (.), the value of the previous node with 

preceding and the one of the next node with following. 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xsl:stylesheetxmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XS

L/Transform" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

    exclude-result-prefixes="xs" 

    version="1.0"> 

<xsl:template match="/"> 

<html> 

<head> 

<title>My shop</title> 

</head> 

<body> 

<h2>Results</h2> 

 

<p> 

<!-- • The first client which has to be printed in red 

color; --> 

                    The first client is  

<test style="color:#FF0000"> 

<xsl:value-of select="/ClothShop/Clients/Client[1]"/> 

</test> 

</p> 

 

<!-- • The second 'Order' entry has to be shown as "~ 

This is the second Order ~"; --> 

<p> 

<xsl:choose> 

<xsl:when test="/ClothShop/Orders/Order[2]"> 
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<xsl:text>~ This is the second Order ~</xsl:text> 

</xsl:when> 

<xsl:otherwise> 

<xsl:text>~ There is no such order ~</xsl:text> 

</xsl:otherwise> 

</xsl:choose> 

</p> 

 

<!-- • Each CancelledOrder has to be displayed with 

bold characters; --> 

<p> 

                    The cancelled orders are: <br></br> 

<xsl:for-each 

select="/ClothShop/CancelledOrders/CancelledOrder"> 

<li> 

<b><xsl:value-of select="ClientName"/> returned 

<xsl:value-of select="ReturnedCloth"/></b> 

</li> 

</xsl:for-each> 

</p> 

 

<!-- • Color in yellow the clothes that have the price 

higher than $100; --> 

<p> 

                    The clothes that have the price higher than 

$100 are: <br></br> 

<ul> 

<xsl:for-each select="/ClothShop/Clothes/Cloth"> 
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<xsl:choose> 

<xsl:when test="substring(Price, 2, string-length(Price)) 

> 100"> 

<li> 

<test style="color:#FFFF00"> 

<xsl:value-of select='Description'/> 

</test> 

</li> 

</xsl:when> 

</xsl:choose> 

</xsl:for-each> 

</ul> 

</p> 

 

<!-- • Color in green the orders of the client named 

'Amel Hanoosh'; --> 

<p> 

                   Orders of the client named Amel Hanoosh 

<xsl:for-each 

select="/ClothShop/Orders/Order[ClientName = 'Amel 

Hanoosh']"> 

<li> 

<test style="color:#00FF00"> 

<xsl:value-of select="ClientName"/> bought <xsl:value-

of select="BoughtCloth"/> 

</test> 

</li> 

</xsl:for-each> 
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</p> 

 

<!-- • The brand name with italic characters if two or 

more clothes can be ordered from that brand. --> 

<p> 

                    The brand name if two or more clothes can 

be ordered from it:  

<xsl:for-each select="/ClothShop/Clothes/Cloth/Brand[. 

= following::Brand]"> 

<li> 

<test style="font-style: italic"> 

<xsl:value-of select="text()"/> 

</test> 

</li> 

</xsl:for-each> 

</p> 

</body> 

</html> 

</xsl:template> 

</xsl:stylesheet> 

 

The output of the exercise can be viewed in Figure 2.4.7. 
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Fig. 4.2.7. Cloth Shop HTML page content 

4.3. Proposed exercises 

 

Exercise 1 

Sort the data from Exercise 1 of the previous subchapter 

according to the course name. Write an XSL file for 

that.   
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Exercise 2 

Display the schedule for your group (e.g. 1241), but in a 

tabular form, like in the example below: 

 
Make an XSL file for that.  

Exercise 3 

Modify the previous exercise in which you will have to 

create an HTML file in which you will have to show for 

each professor the subjects that he/she teaches as well as 

the weekly timetable displayed inside a table. Find out 

which is the busiest day of the week and color that 

column of the table in orange. 
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5. XPATH 

 

XPATH  is a syntax for defining parts of an 

XML document. It uses path expressions to navigate in 

XML documents and contains a library of standard 

functions. XPATH is a major element in XSLT and a 

W3C recommendation, thus a Standard. 

5.1. Roundup Theory 

 

XPATH uses path expressions to select nodes or 

node-sets in an XML document.  These path expressions 

resemble the expressions one sees when working with a 

traditional computer file system. There are over 100 

built-in functions in XPATH for: string values, numeric 

values, date and time comparison, node and qualified 

name manipulation, sequence manipulation, boolean 

values etc. In XPATH, there are: nodes (element, 

attribute, text, namespace, processing-instruction, 

comment, document root nodes), atomic values – nodes 

with no children or parent, items – atomic values or 

nodes, relationships of nodes – parent, children, siblings, 

ancestors, descendants. The basic rules for selecting 

nodes are available below: 
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Examples: 

• bookstore/book– selects all book elements that 

are children of bookstore; 

• //@lang - delects all attributes that are named lang 

from the bellow xml document;. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<bookstore> 

<book> 

  <title lang="eng">Harry Potter</title> 

  <price>29.99</price> 

</book> 

<book> 

  <title lang="eng">Learning XML</title> 

  <price>39.95</price> 

</book> 

</bookstore> 
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Predicatesare used to find a specific node or a 

node that contains a specific value.Predicates are always 

embedded in square brackets. 

Examples: 

• /bookstore/book[last()] - selects the last book 

element that is the child of the bookstore element;  

• //title[@lang='eng'] - selects all the title elements 

that  have an attribute named lang with a value of 

'eng' . 

Unknown nodes can be selected:  

• *  - matches any element node; 

• @* - matches any attribute node; 

• node() - matches any node of any kind. 

5.2. Exercises with solution 

 

Exercise 1 

Consider the below XML file.  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<Students> 

<Student StudentID="POPESCU"> 
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<SName>Ionel Popescu</SName> 

<SSN>1960425478990</SSN> 

<Faculty>Faculty of Engineering in Foreign 

Languages</Faculty> 

<Phone>(+40) 765786456</Phone> 

<FullAddress> 

<Address>Str. Lalelelor, nr. 4</Address> 

<City>Pitesti</City> 

<Region>Arges</Region> 

<Country>Romania</Country> 

</FullAddress> 

</Student> 

<Student StudentID="HANOOSH"> 

<SName>Amel Hanoosh</SName> 

<SSN>IQ830495394939</SSN> 

<Faculty>Faculty of Engineering in Foreign 

Languages</Faculty> 

<Phone>(+40) 720859403</Phone> 

<FullAddress> 

<Address>Qadisaya Expy, nr. 57</Address> 

<City>Baghdad</City> 

<Region>Baghdad</Region> 

<Country>Iraq</Country> 

</FullAddress> 

</Student> 

<Student StudentID="IONESCU"> 

<SName>Andrei Ionescu</SName> 

<SSN>1900528584930</SSN> 
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<Faculty>Faculty of Automatic Control and 

Computers</Faculty> 

<Phone>(+40) 733876453</Phone> 

<FullAddress> 

<Address>Mihail Sebastian, nr. 100</Address> 

<City>Bucharest</City> 

<Region>Bucharest</Region> 

<Country>Romania</Country> 

</FullAddress> 

</Student> 

</Students> 

<BookRentals> 

<BookRental> 

<StudentID>POPESCU</StudentID> 

<RentalDate>2016-11-06T00:00:00</RentalDate> 

<UntilDate>2016-11-11T00:00:00</UntilDate> 

<RentalInfo> 

<BookName>Electromagnetic Fields</BookName> 

<Author>T. V. S. Arun Murthy</Author> 

<ISBN>9788121929967</ISBN> 

<Imprint>S. Chand Publishing</Imprint> 

<Language>English</Language> 

<NoPages>739</NoPages> 

<Year>2008</Year> 

</RentalInfo> 

</BookRental> 

<BookRental> 

<StudentID>HANOOSH</StudentID> 
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<RentalDate>2016-11-20T00:00:00</RentalDate> 

<UntilDate>2016-11-25T00:00:00</UntilDate> 

<RentalInfo> 

<BookName>The Princeton Companion to 

Mathematics</BookName> 

<Author>T. Gowers</Author> 

<Author>J. Barrow-Green</Author> 

<Author>I. Leader</Author> 

<ISBN>0691118809</ISBN> 

<Imprint>Princeton University Press</Imprint> 

<Language>English</Language> 

<NoPages>1034</NoPages> 

<Year>2008</Year> 

</RentalInfo> 

</BookRental> 

<BookRental> 

<StudentID>HANOOSH</StudentID> 

<RentalDate>2016-11-20T00:00:00</RentalDate> 

<UntilDate>2016-11-25T00:00:00</UntilDate> 

<RentalInfo> 

<BookName>Poincare and the Three 

Problems</BookName> 

<Author>J. Barrow-Green</Author> 

<ISBN>4325463334</ISBN> 

<Imprint>American Mathematical Society</Imprint> 

<Language>English</Language> 

<NoPages>459</NoPages> 

<Year>1996</Year> 
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</RentalInfo> 

</BookRental> 

</BookRentals> 

</Root> 

 

Write XPath expressions for the following queries: 

• Students who are from Romania. 

• Students whose name contains 'Popescu'. 

• The latest borrowed books (which appeared in 

the closest year). 

• Students that have not borrowed a book yet. 

• The first book rental of all the students who 

borrowed more than once. 

• The book rentals made by 'Hanoosh' in 

November 2016. 

• Book rentals made by students from the region 

named 'Arges'. 

• The countries (or regions for Romania) of the 

students who got registered at the library. 

Solution 

• Students who are from Romania. 

In the left hand side part of the window where the option 

XPath 2.0 appears by default can be written the XPath 

expression, which is: 
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/Root/Students/Student[FullAddress/ 

 Country='Romania'] 

The result can be viewed in Figure 5.2.1. 

 

Fig. 5.2.1. XPath result for the first query 

• Students whose name contains 'Popescu'. 

XPath query: 

/Root/Students/Student[contains(SName,'Popescu')] 

The result is displayed in Figure 5.2.2. 
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Fig. 5.2.2. XPath result for the second query 

• The latest borrowed books. 

XPath query:  

/Root/BookRentals/BookRental[max(/Root/BookRentals 

        /BookRental/RentalInfo/Year)=./RentalInfo/Year] 

As in Figure 5.2.3, the first two book rental records 

appeared in the closest year, which is obtained using 

max(/Root/BookRentals/BookRental/RentalInfo/Year) 

being equal to 2008. 
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Fig. 5.2.3. XPath result for the latest borrowed books 

query 

• Students that have not borrowed a book yet. 

XPath query: 

/Root/Students/Student[not(/Root/BookRentals/ 

 BookRental/StudentID = @StudentID)] 

The result is in Figure 5.2.4. 

 

Fig. 5.2.4. XPath result for the students who did not 

borrow a book 
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• The first book rental of all the students who 

borrowed more than once. 

XPath query: 

//Root/BookRentals/BookRental[StudentID= 

 following::StudentID] 

The result is in Figure 5.2.5. 

 

Fig. 5.2.5. XPath result for the first book rental who 

borrowed at least twice 

• The book rentals made by 'Hanoosh' in 

November 2016. 

XPath query: 

/Root/BookRentals/BookRental[StudentID='HANOOSH

 'and year-from-dateTime(RentalDate)=2016 and 

 month-from-dateTime(RentalDate)=11] 
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The date is of the format YYYY-MM-DD and time, so 

that the functions year-from-dateTime and month-from-

dateTime are used in order to retrieve the needed data. 

The result of the query is displayed in Figure 5.2.6. 

 

Fig. 5.2.6. XPath result for book rentals from a specific 

month and year done by a student with the ID 

HANOOSH 

• Book rentals made by students from the region 

named 'Arges'. 

XPath query: 

/Root/BookRentals/BookRental[StudentID = 

 /Root/Students/Student[FullAddress/Region='Arg

 es']/@StudentID] 

Only the student with the ID Popescu is from the region 

named 'Arges' and it can be checked in Figure 5.2.7. 
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Fig. 5.2.7. XPath result for displaying the book rentals 

of students from the Arges region 

• The countries (or regions for Romania) of the 

students who got registered at the library. 

XPath query: 

/Root/Students/Student/FullAddress[Country != 

 'Romania']/Country | /Root/Students/Student 

 /FullAddress[Country = 'Romania']/Region 

In order to select a value or the other the character '|' is 

used and not the logical 'or'  that would retrieve the 

result 'true'. 

The output of the query can be visualized in Figure 

5.2.8. 
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Fig. 5.2.8. XPath result for displaying the countries or 

regions if the country is Romania for the students who 

are registered 

Exercise 2 

Retrieve the requested data by writing the correct XPath 

expression forthe output of the attribute namebelonging 

to the following XML fragment: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<street name="Geniului"/> 

</Root> 

Solution 

XPath query: 

/Root/street/attribute::name 

Output can be seen in Figure 5.2.9. 
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Fig. 5.2.9. XPath query to get the attribute of a node 

Exercise 3 

Retrieve the requested data by writing the correct XPath 

expression for displaying the last name followed by ", " 

and first name starting from the following XML extract: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<person> 

<lastName>Al-Jabli</lastName> 

<firstName>Yahya</firstName> 

</person> 

</Root> 

Solution 

Xpath query: 

concat(concat(/Root/person/lastName/text(),", "),/Root/ 

 person/firstName/text()) 
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The output can be seen in Figure 5.2.10. 

 

 

Fig. 5.2.10. XPath query to concatenate results 

Exercise 4 

Retrieve the requested data by writing the correct XPath 

expression for displaying the link related to Google 

starting from the following XML extract: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<document id="1"> 

<content> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<head> 

</head> 

<body> 

<div> 

<ul> 

<li><ahref="http://www.google.com/">http://www.goo
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gle.com</a> 

<ul> 

<li><a href="http://youtube.com/">Youtube</a></li> 

<li><a 

href="http://www.vremea.com">Vremea</a></li> 

</ul> 

</li> 

<li><a 

href="http://www.booking.com/">Booking</a></li> 

<li><a href="http://www.bcr.ro/">BCR bank</a></li> 

</ul> 

</div> 

</body> 

</html> 

</content> 

</document> 

</Root> 

Solution 

Xpath query: 

//content/child::node()//*:a[contains(@href,'google')] 

Output can be seen in Figure 5.2.11. 
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Fig. 5.2.11. XPath query to select the link related to 

Google 

5.3. Proposed exercises 

Exercise 1 

For the XML below please return the paragraphs that are 

below the node chapter with the name 'Chapter 1'. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<filexmlns:fileLink="http://www.w3.org/1999/fileLink"

> 

<chapter name="Chapter 1"> 

<paragraph fileLink:href="54325"/> 

<paragraph fileLink:href="54352"/> 

</chapter> 

<chapter name="Chapter 2"> 

<paragraph fileLink:href="13455"/> 

<paragraph fileLink:href="31231"/> 
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</chapter> 

</file> 

</Root> 

 

Exercise 2 

For the XML below please select all the tasks which 

have the priority 'critical' or 'high'. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<tasks> 

<task priority="critical" name="solve Maths 

homework"/> 

<task priority="low" name="play football with 

friends"/> 

<task priority="medium" name="read the Iliad by 

Homer"/> 

<job priority="high" name="prepare for the Physics 

test"/> 

</tasks> 

</Root> 

Exercise 3 

For the XML below please all the persons with the age 

greater than 25. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<Rootxmlns:html="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 
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<family> 

<person firstName="Ionel" lastName="Popescu" 

role="father" age="35"/> 

<person firstName="Elena" lastName="Popescu" 

role="mother" age="33"/> 

<person firstName="Gelu" lastName="Popescu" 

role="son" age="7"/> 

</family> 

</Root> 

Exercise 4 

For the previous exercise display the person whose 

name starts with 'I'. 

Exercise 5 

For the Exercise 3 display how many persons the family 

has in total. 
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6. XQUERY 

 

XQuery is a superset of XPath 2.0, which is a 

superset of XPath 1.0. XQuery is the language for 

querying XML data: XQuery for XML is like SQL for 

databases. XQuery is built on XPath expressions and is a 

W3C recommendation thus a standard: 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery/. 

XQuery and XPath share the same data model 

and support the same functions and operators.XPath 

can't create  elements and attributes, while XQuery can. 

XPath allows you to select nodes, compare nodes, and 

perform operations on nodes. But it doesn't allow you to 

create nodes, e.g., you can't have an XPath expression 

that creates <Name>Linda</Name>. With XQuery one 

can create nodes.With XQuery one can join information 

from different sources. XQuery 3.0  appeared: 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery-30/.  

6.1. Roundup Theory 

 

The usage of an XQuery file is described in 

figure 6.1.1. 
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Fig. 6.1.1. Usage of XQuery 

To indicate that an expression is an XQuery 

expression and is to be evaluated, it has to be wrapped 

within curly braces: { XQuery expression }. A file 

containing a XQuery expression has to be saved with the 

extension “xq” or “xquery”.  

Example:  

Considering the XML file from Fig. 6.1.2 

representing the members of a fitness center, we want to 

select each member's name and wrap each name in a list 

item, because with XQuery one can created <li> 

elements also. 

The applied XQuery: <ul>{for $i in //Member 

return <li>{$i/Name/text()}</li>}</ul> 

The results, after processing the XQuery 

transformation 
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scenario:<ul><li>Jeff</li><li>David</li><li>Roger

</li></ul> 

 

Fig. 6.1.2. XML Representation of a fitness center 

A XQuery document consists in a prolog 

(optional) and a body (mandatory): see Figure 6.1.3. 

 

Fig. 6.1.3. Structure of a XQuery document 
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The XQuery body is a single expression, but that 

expression can consist of a sequence of one or more 

expressions that are separated by commas. A example of 

a XQuery document is available in Fig. 6.1.4. 

To get the value of an element in XQueryone can 

either: use the text() function - $i/Name/text();wrap the 

element name within the string() function -                            

string($i/Name);wrap the element name within the 

data() function-data($i/Name).To get a copy of an 

element one has to give the element name:                    

$i/Name. 

 

Fig. 6.1.4. Example of XQuery transformation scenario 
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In XQuery, new items can be created either by 

using direct constructors (e.g. 

<altitude>12000</altitude>), either by using computed 

constructors, e.g.: 

element {"altitude"}  

   { 

       text {12000} 

   } 

 There are several available computed 

constructors: 

• document {value} - A document node is created 

• element {name} {value}- The name of the 

element is computed 

• attribute {name} {value} - The name of the 

attribute is computed 

• text {value} - A text node is created. 

 

A common mechanism of writing a XQuery 

expression is FLWOR: for-let-where-order-return 

(pronounced Flower). 

Signature for FLWOR: 

(forexpr | letexpr)+ (whereexpr)? (order byexpr)? 

returnexpr 

 Example for FLWOR: 

for $i in //Member 
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let $j := doc("MemberAges.xml")//Member[@id eq 

$i/@id]/Age 

where number($i/@id) <= 5  

order by $i/Name/text() ascending  

return ...  

 Variables are assigned with let.  

Example: let $j := expr 

6.2. Exercises with solutions 

Interrogate the below XML (which models a store for 

renting DVDs) via XQuery to display several data. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<dvds> 

<dvd year="1997"> 

<title>Titanic</title> 

<director>Cameron</director> 

<productionCompany>Twentieth Century Fox Film 

Corporation</productionCompany> 

<price>25.50</price> 

</dvd> 

<dvd year="2009"> 

<title>Avatar</title> 

<director>Cameron</director> 

<productionCompany>Twentieth Century Fox Film 

Corporation</productionCompany> 

<price>35.20</price> 

</dvd> 
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<dvd year="2002"> 

<title>Die Another Day</title> 

<director>Tamahori</director > 

<productionCompany>Eon 

Productions</productionCompany> 

<price>15.45</price> 

</dvd> 

<dvd year="1999"> 

<title>Gone with the Wind</title> 

<director>Fleming</director > 

<director>Cukor</director > 

<productionCompany>Selznick International 

Pictures</productionCompany> 

<price>29.55</price> 

</dvd> 

<dvd year="1995"> 

<title>GoldenEye</title> 

<writer> 

            Fleming 

<affiliation>WGA</affiliation> 

</writer> 

<productionCompany>Eon 

Productions</productionCompany> 

<price>19.95</price> 

</dvd> 

</dvds> 
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Exercise 1 

Display the titles of all DVDs sorted by price in 

descending order. 

Solution 

Create a new XQuery file which has the ending in 

.xquery. For comments in XQuery, the syntax (: text :) 

is used. 

The content of the file which is saved as Ex1_q1.xquery 

is the following: 

(: the titles of all DVDs sorted by price :) 

for $iin doc("DVDs.xml")//dvdorder by ($i/price) 

descending,$i/titleascending return $i/title 

The output can be seen by clicking on the button

which opens the window from Figure 6.2.1. 

 

Fig. 6.2.1. Transformation scenario 
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The option XML transformation with XQUERY is 

selected as in Figure 6.2.2. 

 

Fig. 6.2.2. Transformation option 

A new window as in Figure 6.2.3 appears where the 

XML URL and XQuery URL textfield values should 

point towards the used files. 

 

Fig. 6.2.3. Setting the data to be processed 
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After clicking on the OKbutton, the program returns to 

the window from Figure 6.2.1 for which the buttonApply 

associated is clicked and the output is the one from 

Figure 6.2.4. 

 

Fig. 6.2.4. XQuery file results displaying the titles of the 

DVDs sorted in descending order according to their 

price 

Exercise 2 

Display theDVDs of the movies directed by Cameron. 

Solution 

The content of the XQuery file is the following: 

(: DVDs directed by Cameron :) 

doc("DVDs.xml")//dvd[director='Cameron'] 

The results are obtained by applying the same scenario 

as in the previous exercise and can be viewed in Figure 

6.2.5. 
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Fig. 6.2.4. XQuery results which displays the DVDs of 

the movies directed by Cameron 

 

Exercise 3 

Display the number of DVDs containing the movies 

directed by Cameron. 

Solution 

The content of the XQuery file is the following: 

 (: number of DVDs containing the movies directed by 

Cameron :) 

let $doc:=doc("DVDs.xml") 

return count($doc//dvd[director='Cameron']) 

The result can be seen in Figure 6.2.5. 

 
Fig. 6.2.5. XQuery results which displays the number of 

DVDs containing the movies directed by Cameron 
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Exercise 4 

Displaythe number of DVDs for the movies directed by 

each director. 

Solution 

The content of the XQuery file is the following: 

(: the number of DVDs for the movies directed by each 

director :) 

let $source:=doc("DVDs.xml") 

let$bs:=$source/dvds/dvd 

for$iin distinct-values($bs/director)  

return <director><name>{$i}</name><DVDNo> 

{count($bs[director=$i])} </DVDNo></director> 

The result can be seen in Figure 6.2.6. 

 

Fig. 6.2.6. XQuery result displaying each director with 

his number of DVD copies 
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6.3. Proposed exercises 

Consider the XML below and solve the following 

exercises. 

Exercise 1 

Displaythe taxi reservations done on the date of '2016-

12-25' which has the taxi route reference starting with 

'BUC' from Bucharest. 

Exercise 2 

Return the busiest day of taxi reservations. 

Exercise 3 

Identify the taxi company which was booked by the 

traveler Georgeta Dinita, as well as which is the total 

sum that she paid for the route if each kilometer costs as 

much as the taxi company's startTax node value. 

Exercise 4 

Save the result from the previous exercise into a .txt file. 

XML file 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<doc> 

<!--  ===============================  --> 

<!--  TAXI COMPANIES                                      --> 
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<!--  =============================== --> 

<TaxiCompany tsId="BUC_SpeedTaxi"> 

<name>Speed Taxi</name> 

<startTax>2.4</startTax> 

</TaxiCompany> 

<TaxiCompany tsId="BUC_TaxiMeridian"> 

<name>Taxi Meridian</name> 

<startTax>2.6</startTax> 

</TaxiCompany> 

<TaxiCompany tsId="BUC_TaxiTotal"> 

<name>Taxi Total</name> 

<startTax>2.3</startTax> 

</TaxiCompany> 

<!--  ===============================  --> 

<!--  END TAXI STATIONS                                  --> 

<!--  ===============================  --> 

<!--  ===============================  --> 

<!--  TAXI ROUTES                                              --> 

<!--  ===============================  --> 

<TaxiRoute routeID="Airport-GaraDeNord"> 

<source>Bucharest Henri Coanda International 

Airport</source> 

<destination>Bucharest Gara de Nord Train 

Station</destination> 

<GoogleMapsEstimatedKm>17</Google 
MapsEstimatedKm> 

</TaxiRoute> 
<TaxiRoute routeID="Airport-RomanianParliament"> 
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<source>Bucharest Henri Coanda International 
Airport</source> 
<destination>Bucharest Palace of the 
Parliament</destination> 

<GoogleMapsEstimatedKm>20</GoogleMapsEsti
matedKm> 
</TaxiRoute> 
<TaxiRoute routeID="GaraDeNord-
RomanianParliament"> 
<source>Bucharest Gara de Nord Train 
Station</source> 
<destination>Bucharest Palace of the 
Parliament</destination> 

<GoogleMapsEstimatedKm>3</GoogleMapsEstim

atedKm> 

</TaxiRoute> 

<!-- ================================  --> 

<!--  END TAXI ROUTES                                      --> 

<!--  ===============================  --> 

<!--  TRAVELLERS                                               --> 

<Traveller> 

<name>Ionel Popescu</name> 

</Traveller> 

<Traveller> 

<name>Georgeta Dinita</name> 

</Traveller> 

<Traveller> 

<name>Gigel Ionescu</name> 

</Traveller> 

<!-- RESERVATIONS --> 
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<Reservation> 

<date>2016-12-25</date> 

<clientName>Georgeta Dinita</clientName> 

<taxiRouteRef>Airport-GaraDeNord</taxiRouteRef> 

<taxiCompanyRef>BUC_SpeedTaxi</taxiCompan

yRef> 

</Reservation> 

<Reservation> 

<date>2016-12-24</date> 

<clientName>Gigel Ionescu</clientName> 

<taxiRouteRef>GaraDeNord-

RomanianParliament</taxiRouteRef> 

<taxiCompanyRef>BUC_TaxiMeridian</taxiComp

anyRef> 

</Reservation> 

<Reservation> 

<date>2016-12-25</date> 

<clientName>Ionel Popescu</clientName> 

<taxiRouteRef>Airport-

RomanianParliament</taxiRouteRef> 

<taxiCompanyRef>BUC_TaxiTotal</taxiCompany

Ref> 

</Reservation> 

</doc>  
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7. Java XML APIs 

 

An API (Application Programming Interface) is 

a set of functions, procedures, methods, classes and 

interfaces.XML APIs are used to read/write data from/to 

XML files, without writing an XML parser. Some cases 

in which XML APIs are used are: processing an XML-

tagged corpus; saving configs, prefs, parameters, etc. as 

XML files; sharing results with outside users in portable 

format; alternative to serialization for persistent stores. 

Each programming language has its own XML API. 

7.1. Roundup Theory 

 

The well-known XML APIs in Java are: JAXP 

(Java API for XML Processing) - for parsing and JAXB 

(Java API for XML Binding)- for working with 

schemas. 

JAXP provides a common interface for creating 

and using the standard SAX, DOM, and XSLT APIs in 

Java. All JAXP packages are included standard in JDK 

1.4+.The key packages are:javax.xml.parsers, 

org.w3c.dom, org.xml.sax and javax.xml.transform. The 

package javax.xml.parsersdefines abstract classes 

DocumentBuilder (for DOM) and SAXParser (for 

SAX). It also defines factory classes 
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DocumentBuilderFactory and SAXParserFactory.  By 

default, these give you the “reference implementation” 

of DocumentBuilder and SAXParser, but they are 

intended to be vendor-neutral factory classes, so that you 

could swap in a different implementation if you 

preferred.The JDK includes three XML parser 

implementations from Apache:Crimson, Xerces and 

Xerces2. There are two JAXP parsing strategies: SAX-

http://sax.sourceforge.net and DOM - 

http://www.w3.org/DOM/ . 

DOM (Document Object Model) and SAX 

(Simple API for XML) are platform and language-

independent APIs for manipulating or reading XML-

documents. They are implemented in most programming 

languages: Java, C#, PHP and so on. A comparison 

between them is available in Table 7.1.1.  

SAXuses event-driven model for reading xml-

documents. The basic idea is, that SAX parser reads the 

xml-document "one line at a time".Handler functions 

reacts when finding elements and other parts of the xml-

document: e.g. when the parser finds starting tag, then a 

certain function is called.DOM loads xml-document into 

memory and creates a tree-model of the xml-data. 
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Table 7.1.1. DOM vs. SAX 

 

7.2. Exercises with solutions 

 

Exercise 

Develop a small application for storing scientific articles 

(which allows the users to mark some articles as read, to 

search the articles taking into account at least three 

search criteria, to attach notes to each article). You can 

implement the application in any language you want, but 

you have to use at least two XML technologies (e.g. 

XSLT,XPATH, XQUERY), for storing date and/or for 

sending/receiving data. (7,5 points) 

 

Write a short report describing it, which has to contain: 

-   scope (0,5 points); 
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-   architecture (1 point); 

- use of xml (functions/methods specific to the language 

in which you develop the application) (1 point). 

 

Solution 

Scope 

The “X-Article” is a simple web based 

application used for storing and retrieving information 

regarding scientific articles using XML technologies. It 

presents with a clean user interface through which the 

user can explore all the features it provides.The 

technologies used are XPath and the DOM XML Parser 

API provided by java used for querying the xml 

containing the articles, XSTL (XML Stylesheet), with 

which the results are displayed in a neat manner and 

SVG to give the pages a bit of extra style. 

The application reads all the data regarding a 

scientific article from an xml document “Articles.xml”. 

The structure of an article can be seen in the image 

below: 
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Fig. 7.3.1. Structure of an article 

As one can see, the article is characterized by a 

set of attributes (publication year, number of pages, 

category and id) and a set of properties structured as 

children nodes (name, authors, contents and 

description). 

The application allows the user to register an 

account, if he does not hold one and then create a 

session to login. Once logged in, he can travel to the 

browse articles page.  

The application has 2 main browsing methods. 

The client can either search through all the articles by 

selecting “All Articles” in the drop-down menu and 

clicking on the “Search” button. The other option is to 

tailor his/her search parameters by selecting on the drop-

down menu the “Custom” option. Upon doing so, a 
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larger form appears with more fields (Name, Subject, 

Publication Year, Author). Inside, he can choose any 

combination of search filters provided to customize the 

search. Regarding the Name and Author fields, the client 

needs only input substrings, the system being able to 

search based on partial inputs. For example, one of the 

articles is written by Neil Wyler. The user is able to 

input just “Neil” and the article written by the 

aforementioned person will appear as a viable result. 

The search results are displayed in another page, 

where the user sees the articles returned by the system. 

To view the full information about the article, he can 

press the “Read more” button which will send him to the 

article details page. 

After the client reads the document, he can click 

on the checkbox provided to mark the article as read. 

Also, he can attach notes to the article in question, 

which are stored in a separate xml file. 
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Architecture 

 The architecture of the application is based on 

the model-view-controller (MVC) used in many web 

applications. 

Fig. 7.3.2. MVC Architecture 

The Model in our case is represented by the xml 

files which the application handles, Articles.xml, 

notes.xml, readArticles.xml, Users.xml. The Controller 

is represented by the Java Servlets which control the 

functioning of the application and the View is 

represented by the jsp pages which handle the 

interaction between the website and the client. Below is 

 

The architecture of the application is based on 

used in many web 

 

del in our case is represented by the xml 

files which the application handles, Articles.xml, 

notes.xml, readArticles.xml, Users.xml. The Controller 

is represented by the Java Servlets which control the 

functioning of the application and the View is 

nted by the jsp pages which handle the 

interaction between the website and the client. Below is 
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a more in depth view over the architecture of the 

application. 

Fig. 7.3.3. Details of the application – package view

The diagram from Fig. 7.3.3 present

package view of the application, how the different 

classes and pages are structured. It can be seen that the 

model elements (the xml files) are located in the 

Resources folder in the web pages directory. 

resource files and the source files are available in Ann

1. 

 

a more in depth view over the architecture of the 

 

package view 

presents the 

package view of the application, how the different 

classes and pages are structured. It can be seen that the 

model elements (the xml files) are located in the 

Resources folder in the web pages directory. All the 

lable in Annex 
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The second diagram from Fig. 7.3.4 presents the 

component view of the application. It can be seen that it 

closely resembles the MVC architecture presented 

above. In the Controller component we find the elements 

which help us read, write and style the xml files.

Fig. 7.3.4. Details of the application – component view

Java XML DOM Parser – is the API provided by 

Oracle to process xml files. XPath Parser –

framework used to process xml files based on different 

 

presents the 

component view of the application. It can be seen that it 

closely resembles the MVC architecture presented 

above. In the Controller component we find the elements 

nd style the xml files. 

 

component view 

is the API provided by 

– is the 

framework used to process xml files based on different 
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xpath expressions. XSTL Transformer – is the 

framework used to style the xml files according to the 

rules defined in a xstl file, in our case (articlesStyle.xml) 

Application Design 

The below web pages were created with JSP technology. 

 

Fig. 7.3.5. User interface – register form 

 

Fig. 7.3.6. User interface – login form 
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Fig. 7.3.7. User interface – “browse articles” 

functionality 

 

Fig. 7.3.8. User interface – “display results” 

functionality 
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Fig. 7.3.9. User interface – “article details” functionality 

7.3. Proposed exercises 

 

Develop a small (web) application for 

advertising job offers. The application is meant for 

companies and corporations to find new employees by 

the means of a platform (like eJobs, BestJobs, Indeed, 

etc.). Each job offer is evaluated by an expert (randomly 

chosen from the IT system of the job advertising 

company). A job offer is described by the domain to 

which it is part of, the name of the company to which it 

belongs, its name, location, type (full time, part time), 
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department, description of the company, experience 

level (manager, entry / mid / senior level, etc.), the 

required experience, along with the number of years, 

required skills (Java, C++, Python, etc.), performance 

expectations (respect deadlines, professional 

interactions, dealing with conflicts, working 

independently, etc.), hiring range. 

The pre-evaluation tool has 2 types of users: 

• the proposers - the ones posting job offers to hire 

employees;  

• the advertising directors (the ones establishing the 

priorities of the job offers and making queries on 

them which, then, are sent to experts to be 

evaluated).  

The proposers can log in and upload the job 

offer: they fill in some fields related to their vacant 

places within their company. The mandatory ones are at 

least: job offer name, company name, location, type, 

experience, several required skills. Each experience 

entry has to have at least a description and a duration. At 

the end, they can save their job offer into two types of 

formats: pdf and xml. 

The advertising directors can: 

• log in; 
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• see the list of all the job offers (the companies for 

which candidates applied more  have to be colored 

differently); 

• search; 

• all the job offers within a domain;  

• all the job offers with the hiring range lower/greater 

than a given value;  

• all the job offers with experience with an experience 

lower/greater than a given value;  

• all the job offers having more than 5 candidates;  

• all the job offers having less than 5 experience 

entries, but more than 2;  

• all the job offers which don’t have required 

experience;  

• all the job offers which were rejected; 

• calculate the monthly wage per month for those job 

offers that have the hiring range specified and the 

average submitted number of job offers per day; 

• group the job offers into difficulty groups: a risk 

group is defined by you, e.g.: a job offer with more 

than 6 experience requirements and over 10 required 
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skills, is a difficult one; a job offer with no 

experience requirements is an easy one; 

• save submitted job offers as pdf and xml; 

• store the project data/XMLs into a No-SQL database 

(e.g. MongoDB) . 

Requirements: 

• Implement the pre-evaluation tool in any language 

you want, but use at least two XML technologies 

(e.g. XSLT, XPATH, XQUERY), for storing date 

and/or for sending/receiving data. Of course the data 

about the projects has to be stored in XML format.  

• Write a short report describing it, which has to 

contain: scope and architecture, use of xml 

(functions/methods specific to the language in which 

you develop the application). 
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8. RDF – Resource Description Framework 

 

When working with data in information systems, 

syntax (the structure of data)and semantics (the meaning 

of the data) are the two aspects which have to be taken 

into account. Two conditions necessary for systems’ 

interoperability: a common syntax (this enables 

applications to parsethe data) and a means for 

understanding the semantics (this enables applications to 

use the data). XML has limitations for semantic mark-

up: XML is only feasible for closed collaboration 

(agents in a small & stable community, pages on a small 

& stable intranet), it is not suited for sharing Web-

resources. In this case, RDF comes into use.  

RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a 

data model, which can be viewed as directed, labelled 

graphs or as an object-oriented model 

(object/attribute/value). The model is domain-neutral, 

application-neutral and ready for internationalization. 

RDF data model is an abstract, conceptual layer 

independent of XML. Consequently, XML is a transfer 

syntax for RDF, not a component of RDF. 

Specifications of concrete syntaxes for RDF are: 

RDF/XML, Turtle, JSON-LD, RDFa (for HTML 

embedding) or N-Triples. In this book, only RDF/XML 

will be presented.RDF is designed to be read and 

understood by computers, not humans and is a is a W3C 
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recommendation. There are several applications of RDF 

graphs, Facebook graph being one of them. 

8.1. Roundup Theory 

 

The RDF model is a set of triples; a triple is an 

expression or statement with the following form: 

(subject, predicate, object), where: 

• subject = web resource; 

• predicate = property (of the resource); 

• object = value (of the property). 

The graphical representation of an RDF triple is 

available in Fig. 8.1.1: 

Fig. 8.1.1. Graphical representation of a RDF triple

signature 

Using the above notation, the statement “The 

document at http://www.w3c.org/TR/REC-rdf

has the author Ora Lassila” can be represented as in Fig. 

8.1.2, wherehttp://www.w3c.org/TR/REC-rdf-syntax

the web resource, “author” is the property and “Ora 

 

plications of RDF 

The RDF model is a set of triples; a triple is an 

expression or statement with the following form: 

The graphical representation of an RDF triple is 

 

Graphical representation of a RDF triple - 

the statement “The 

rdf-syntax 

has the author Ora Lassila” can be represented as in Fig. 

syntax is 

the web resource, “author” is the property and “Ora 
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Lassila” is the value of that property. A resource can 

have several properties and the value of a property can 

be a literal (like in the example) or can be another 

resource.  

Fig. 8.1.2. Graphical representation of a RDF triple

example 

 In order to express the concept from Fig. 8.1.2 in 

a machine-readable format, RDF/XML was chosen: see 

Fig 8.1.3. 

Fig. 8.1.3. RDF/XML representation of a RDF triple

RDF/XML is not the only solution, but the 

recommended one. RDF doesn’t have ordering, as 

XML: 

 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=“resource”> 

 <property rdf:resource=”resource value” />

 

la” is the value of that property. A resource can 

have several properties and the value of a property can 

be a literal (like in the example) or can be another 

 

Graphical representation of a RDF triple– 

he concept from Fig. 8.1.2 in 

readable format, RDF/XML was chosen: see 

Fig 8.1.3. 

 

RDF/XML representation of a RDF triple 

RDF/XML is not the only solution, but the 

RDF doesn’t have ordering, as 

” /> 
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 < property>literal value </ property> 

</rdf:Description> 

 

 The most important RDF/XML elements are:  

<rdf:RDF> - the root element of a RDF document and 

it also contains a reference to the rdf namespace 

(xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#"), <rdf:Description>- identifies a resource with the 

“about” attribute) and contains child- elements that 

describe the resource (the properties), 

<rdf:Bag>container - is used to describe a list of values 

that is intended to be unordered and written inside 

<rdf:li> tags and may contain duplicate values, 

<rdf:Seq> element -  used to describe a list of values 

that is intended to be ordered, <rdf:Alt> - used to 

describe a list of alternative values. 

 An important concept in RDF is RDF reification, 

meaning using a RDF statement as the subject (or 

object) of another RDF statement. Thus, the connectivity 

of web resources is ensured. Also, one can use the so-

called anonymous nodes, like in the below example, to 

translate certain statements from natural language to 

RDF representation: see Fig. 8.1.4 for the RDF/XML 

format and Fig. 8.1.5 for the RDF graph. The 

RDF/XML was validated using 

http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator. The graph was 

drawn with the same instrument.  
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Fig. 8.1.4. RDF/XML representation of the statement 

The molecular structure of a water molecule is H2O and 

it exists in three different states: liquid, solid, gas. 

 

Fig. 8.1.5. RDF graph of the statement The molecular 

structure of a water molecule is H2O and it exists in 

three different states: liquid, solid, gas. 

 RDF models have to be built in such way in 

which inference should be able: e.g. RDF should express 

the relationship between “apple” and “fruit, meaning 

referring toapple, also refers to fruit. Therefore, RDFS – 

RDF Schema was invented, which brings elements like 

<rdfs:Class>, <rdfs:subClassOf>,  <rdfs:Resource> etc. 
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8.2. Exercises with solutions 

 

Exercise 1 

Translate the statement"The church Sagrada Familia 

and the park Guell are works of the architect Antoni 

Gaudi." in RDF/XML format and draw the associated 

RDF graph.  

Check your RDF/XML at: 

http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/. 

Solution 

The file with the extension .rdf contains: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en" 

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#" 

xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

xmlns:work="http://www.gaudi.es/works"> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="GaudiWork"> 

<work:author rdf:resource="http://www.gaudi.es"/> 

<work:title>Sagrada Familia</work:title> 

<work:title>Park Guell</work:title> 

</rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 
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The validation of the file content is done on the website 

http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/where for the section 

Display Result Options the label Triples and/or Graph 

will have the option Graph Only selected and the label 

Graph formatwill have the option GIF- embedded. 

After clicking on the button Parse RDF,the output from 

Figure 8.2.1 is obtained. 

Fig. 8.2.1. RDF validation and graph representation 

Exercise 2 

Translate the following RDF Graph into the RDF/XML 

syntax. For nodes and arcs labeled with names, assume 

the standard namespaces apply. Check your RDF/XML 

on http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/   . 
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Solution 

The content of the RDF file is the following: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en" 

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#" 

xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

    xml:base="http://example.org/schemas/ballet" 

xmlns:b="http://www.example.org/schemas/ballet#"> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="Person"> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
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schema#Class"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="Ballet"> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="Conductor"> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Person"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="BalletDancer"> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Person"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="stars"> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#BalletDancer"/> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Property"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="sinkevich"> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="#Conductor"/> 

<b:name> Mikhail Sinkevich </b:name> 

<b:conducts rdf:resource="#giselle"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="shirinkina"> 

<b:name> Maria Shirinkina </b:name> 
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</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="shklyarov"> 

<b:name> Vladimir Shklyarov </b:name> 

</rdf:Description> 

<rdf:Description rdf:ID="giselle"> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource="#Ballet"/> 

<b:title> Giselle </b:title> 

<b:year> 1841 </b:year> 

<b:stars rdf:resource="#shirinkina"/> 

<b:stars rdf:resource="#shklyarov"/> 

</rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 

The RDF validated successfully and its representation 

can be viewed in Figure 8.2.2. 

 

Fig. 8.2.2. RDF graph representation for the analyzed 

ballet 
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8.3. Proposed exercises 

Exercise 1 

Translate the statement"Michelangelo is the author of 

the famous sculptures Pieta and David."in RDF/XML 

format and draw the associated RDF graph.  

Check your RDF/XML at: 

http://www.w3.org/RDF/Validator/. 

Exercise 2 

Consider the below namespaces and then write the RDF 

for the following graph: 

f: <http://example.org#> 

xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .  
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9. SPARQL Protocol And RDF Query Language 

 

SPARQL is a combination of features of 

different RDF query languages, was specified by the 

RDF Data Access Working Group (DAWG) of the 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), is a W3C 

recommendation since January 2008 and its syntax 

resembles SQL.RDF has an XML syntax. Why not 

using an XML query language (e.g. XPATH, 

XQUERY), when querying a RDF statement? Some 

explanations are: XML data model is not unique with 

respect to RDF, the semantics of RDF and RDF schema 

are not supported. 

9.1. Roundup Theory 

 

 The structure of a SPARQL query is the 

following: 

PREFIX: Prefix definition (optional) 

SELECT: Result form 

FROM: Data sources (optional) 

WHERE: Graph pattern (=path expression) 

FILTER 

OPTIONAL 

Solution modifiers (optional) 
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 Considering the RDF graph from Fig. 9.1.1 

representing data about Netherlands, the SPARQL query 

to find the capital with the code 020 and its 

corresponding country is: 

PREFIX geo: <http://www.geography.org/schema.rdf#>

SELECT ?X ?Y 

FROM <http://www.geography.org> 

WHERE { ?X geo:hasCapital ?Y. 

    ?Y geo:areacode “020” } 

ORDER BY ?X 

 

Fig. 9.1.1.RDF Graph – example 

SPARQL searches for all sub-graphs that match 

the graph described by the triples in the query (after the 

reserved word WHERE.A triple pattern ends with 

dot.Triples with the same subject can be separated by 

 

Considering the RDF graph from Fig. 9.1.1 

SPARQL query 

apital with the code 020 and its 

PREFIX geo: <http://www.geography.org/schema.rdf#> 

 

graphs that match 

(after the 

A triple pattern ends with 

Triples with the same subject can be separated by 
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semicolon and the subject can be skipped in the second 

triple. Triples with the same subject and predicate can be 

separated by comma and both the subject and the 

predicate can be skipped in the second triple. Triples 

patterns are enclosed within braces {}. Variables begin 

with ? or  $. The results are stocked in the variables after 

SELECT. 

If the OPTIONAL clause exists, the pattern in 

itis taken into consideration if it’s the case, but 

otherwise the results not respecting that pattern, but 

respecting the overall pattern (the one after WHERE) 

are not rejected. FILTER, OFFSET, LIMIT and 

DISTINCT bring new constrains to the results. 

Matching alternatives is done with UNION. An example 

of a SPARQL query for a given RDF code is available 

in Fig. 9.1.2. The results of the query are presented in 

the table from the same figure. 

 

Fig. 9.1.2.SPARQL query – example 
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Obtaining a boolean result from a SPARQL 

query is possible when using ASK: 

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> 

ASK { ?x foaf:name “Maria Dascalu" } 

The result of the above query is true for the 

following RDF statement.  

 

Fig. 9.1.3.RDF statement - example 

The results of a RDF query are usually plain text, 

but RDF results can also be obtained with the 

CONSTRUCT reserved keyword. In Fig. 9.1.4 there is a 

RDF statement, for which a RDF graph is depicted in 

Fig. 9.1.5. In Fig. 9.1.6 a CONSTRUCT SPARQL query 

is visible and in Fig. 9.1.7 its results are available. 

 

Fig. 9.1.4.RDF statement - example 
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One can notice the FOAF (friend-of-a-friend), a 

particular RDF vocabulary used to represent persons. 

 

Fig. 9.1.5.RDF graph for the RDF statement from Fig. 

9.1.4 

 

Fig. 9.1.6.CONSTRUCT query for the RDF graph from 

Fig. 9.1.5. 
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The solution modifiers of a query affect the 

results of a CONSTRUCT query. 

 

Fig. 9.1.7.The results of the SPARQL query from Fig. 

9.1.6 

SPARQL queries can be written in any text 

editor, but they have to be processed by SPARQL 

engines.  In this book, the ARQ engine provided by Jena 

API will be used.After downloading and unzipping Jena 

from https://jena.apache.org/download/index.cgi, the 

JENAROOT environmental variable has to be set. In bat 

folder (if using Windows operating system) or bin folder 

(for Unix), the arq.exe has to exist. After installing 

ARQ, a RDF file (saved for example in data.rdf) has to 

be built. Then, a SPARQL file (saved for example in 

query.sparql) has to be written. In order to execute the 

query on top of the rdf data, the following line has to be 

written in command prompt: 

arq –query=query.sparql –data=data.sparql 

The steps for installing, using and executing a 

SPARQL query are provided below. 
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Fig. 9.1.8.Installing and unzipping ARQ 

 

Fig. 9.1.9.The files needed in a SPARQL processing 
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Fig. 9.1.10.The rdf file 

 

Fig. 9.1.11.The sparql file 

 

Fig. 9.1.12.The sparql processing 
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9.2. Exercises with solutions 

 

Write the corresponding RDF/XML description for the 

graph from Exercise 2 of Section 8.3 and test all the 

SPARQL queries with ARQ engine (download Apache 

Jena and unzip it) for the underneath questions, taking 

into account the RDF graph. 

Exercise 1 

How many legs does the shrimp have? 

Solution 

In order to run the queries do the following: Save the 

query as a .rq file. Open the terminal, go to the file 

location of apache-jena-3.0.0 and run the command  

bat\sparql.bat --data=pathToYourRDFfile --

query=pathToYourRQfile 

PREFIX f: <http://www.example.org/schemas/fauna#> 

SELECT ?s  

WHERE { f:shrimp f:noLegs ?s } 

 
Exercise 2 

How many legs do all the members of the fauna have? 

Solution 

PREFIX f: <http://www.example.org/schemas/fauna#> 

SELECT ?m ?l  
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WHERE { ?m f:noLegs ?l } 

 
Exercise 3 

Show all fauna members who are eaten and their number 

of legs. 

Solution 

PREFIX f: <http://www.example.org/schemas/fauna#> 

SELECT ?y ?l 

WHERE { ?x f:eats ?y . ?y f:noLegs ?l } 

 
Exercise 4 

Show all the fauna members and their number of legs. If 

there are information about a fauna member that eats 

someone, then show it as well. 

Solution 

PREFIX f: <http://www.example.org/schemas/fauna#> 
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SELECT ?x ?l ?y 

WHERE { ?x f:noLegs ?l . OPTIONAL { ?x f:eats ?y } 

} 

 
Exercise 5 

Show fauna members and their number of legs if they 

are greater than 2. 

Solution 

PREFIX f: <http://www.example.org/schemas/fauna#> 

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> 

SELECT ?x ?l 

WHERE { ?x f:noLegs ?l . FILTER ( ?l > xsd:integer(2) 

) } 
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9.3  Proposed exercises 

 

Having the RDF file from the graph of Exercise 2 

belonging to Section 8.3, test all the following SPARQL 

queries: 

Exercise 1 

Show all fauna membersthat have an enemy with all the 

fauna members that have less than 4 legs. 

HINT: use UNION and xsd:integer(4). 

Exercise 2 

Show all fauna members, in the ascending order of their 

number of legs. 

HINT: use ORDER BY. 

Exercise 3 

Annotate  fauna members with the number of legs equal 

to 2 as bipedals. 

HINT: use CONSTRUCT. 

Exercise 4 

Consider the below rdf triples. Show fauna members, 

their number of legs and their group, if a group is related 

to crustacean. 
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10. OWL 

 

The ontology is a philosophical discipline—a 

branch of philosophy that deals with the nature and the 

organisation of reality; it is the science of 

being(Aristotle, Metaphysics, IV, 1). In computer 

science, ontology is an engineering artefact, containing: 

a specific vocabulary used to describe a certain reality 

and a set of explicit assumptions regarding the intended 

meaning of the vocabulary.Ontology describes a formal 

specification of a certain domain, providing: shared 

understanding of a domain of interest and a formal and 

machine manageable model of a domain of interest. 

From the artificial intelligence point of view, an 

ontology can be assimilated with a knowledge base; 

from the database point of view, it can be similar with a 

conceptual data model. 

Ontologies typically have two distinct 

components: mames for important concepts in the 

domain (common vocabulary) and a background 

knowledge/constraints on the domain.  

There is a wide variety of languages for “explicit 

specification” (e.g. Logic Programming/Prolog, F-logic, 

Non-Monotonic Logics, Modal Logics etc). The degree 

of formality varies, but increased formality makes 

languages more suitable to machine processing (e.g., 
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forautomated reasoning, so the machines to be able to 

make the same assumptions as us, the humans). Many  

ontology languages use object-oriented models based 

on: (1) Objects/Instances/Individuals, (2) 

Types/Classes/Concepts and (3) 

Relations/Properties/Roles. 

As a particular type of ontology languages, web 

ontology languages have to extends existing Web 

standards (e.g. XML, RDF, RDFS), have to be easy to 

understand and use (based on familiar knowledge 

reasoning idioms), formally specified, of “adequate” 

expressive power and able to provide automated 

reasoning support. RDFS is a Web Ontology Language, 

in which classes and subclasses can be defined, 

individuals as members of classes, properties and sub 

properties, the domain and range of a property. Still, 

RDFS has several drawbacks: one cannot express that 

two classes are disjoint – no members in common (e.g. 

Cats and Dogs), one cannot say that properties are 

inverses of each other - that is one property is the other 

"backwards (e.g. e.g. hasChild and hasParent), that one 

class is formed by taking union of two other classes (e.g. 

UniversityMembers is the combination of Staff and 

Students), that two classes are the same (e.g. the class 

Humans is the same as the class People). So, RDFS is 

too weak to describe resources in sufficient detail and 

difficult to provide reasoning support. 
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Two languages developed to solve the  previous 

problems:OIL (Ontology Inference Layer or Ontology 

Interchange Language) - developed by a group of 

European researchers and DAML-ONT(DARPA Agent 

Markup Language) - developed by group of US 

researchers. Efforts merged to produce DAML+OIL: 

development was carried out by “Joint EU/US 

Committee on Agent Mark up Languages”. DAML+OIL 

was submitted to W3C as basis for standardisation, thus 

Web-Ontology (WebOnt) Working Group was formed. 

WebOnt group developed OWL (Web Ontology 

Language) based on DAML+OIL. OWL language 

became a W3C Recommendation/ standard in 2004 

W3C standardization of OWL 2 was done in 2009 (see 

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-overview/). 

OWL is different from earlier ontology 

languages, as it has the ability to be distributed across 

many systems, is scalable to Web needs, compatible 

with Web standards for accessibility and 

internationalization and is open and extensible. OWL is 

a part of the "Semantic Web Vision"; it was designed to 

provide a common way to process the content of web 

information (instead of displaying it) and to be read by 

computer applications (instead of humans). OWL has 

three sublanguages, which differ based on their 

expressivity: OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. 
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10.1. Roundup Theory 

 

OWL is written in XML. By using XML, OWL 

information can easily be exchanged between different 

types of computers using different types of operating 

system and application languages. There is a namespace 

which has to be used in order to exploit OWL elements: 

xmlns:owl =http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#.  

An OWL ontology contains:  

• classes and class-hierarchy, properties (slots) / 

values, relations between classes (inheritance, 

disjoints, equivalents), restrictions on properties 

(type, cardinality), characteristics of properties 

(transitive, functional etc), annotations 

(comments…), individuals – instantiations of classes 

• reasoning tasks: classification, consistency checking. 

 

There are several tools for working with 

ontology: Protégé - an ontology editor and a knowledge-

base editor (http://protege.stanford.edu), SemanticWorks 

(www.altova.com ). Also, there are several engines 

called Reasoners which support the automated inference 

in ontologies: FaCT++, Racer, HermiT. 
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10.2. Exercises with solutions 

 

By using the latest version of Protégé 5, an ontology 

regarding Espressos is going to be built. 

Several steps will be followed: 

Exercise 1 

Create a new ontology named Espresso and open the 

Classes tab. 

Solution 

Go to File ->Save as..., select the format RDF/XML and 

click on the OK button. Name the file Espresso, having 

the Files of Type value set to OWL File. 

In order to get to the Classes tab, the option Entities 

from the left corner has to be clicked. 

Exercise 2 

Make 3 classes, named: Espresso, EspressoBase, 

EspressoTopping (as subclasses of Thing, in the Classes 

tab). Use Add subclass, Add sibling class. 
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Solution 

Select Class hierarchyand click on the left button with 

two circles as in Figure 10.2.1 in order to add the 

subclass Espresso. 

 

Fig. 10.2.1.Preparation to add the subclass Espresso 

EspressoBase and EspressoTopping are added as being 

the sibling classes of Espresso. This is done by having 

already selected Espresso and clicking on the middle 

button for which the sibling's name is given. 

Until now the hierarchy looks as in Figure 10.2.2. 

 

Fig. 10.2.2.Current class hierarchy 
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Exercise 3 

Make the 3 classes to be disjointed: use Disjoint with in 

the Class Description. 

Solution 

Click on Espresso and in the Description section for the 

option Disjoint With click on the + button and select 

EspressoBaseand EspressoTopping. For all the other 

two classes the Disjoint With option will be 

automatically filled. 

Exercise 4 

Create the following subclasses of the EspressoBase 

class: 

Cappucino, Café, EspressoRoast. 

Solution 

Click onTools-> Create class hierarchy then for picking 

the root class the option EspressoBase is selected -

>Continue. Write the Cappucino, Café, EspressoRoast 

subclasses in the textarea which appears under Suffix -

>Continue and leave the checkbox selected for the 

option Make sibling classes disjoint. 

The current class hierarchy looks like in Figure 10.2.3. 
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Fig. 10.2.3.Class hierarchy after adding the three 

subclasses 

Exercise 5 

Create the following classes for toppings as subclasses 

of EspressoToping: 

Foam, WhippedCream, Cinnamon. 

Solution 

Click on EspressoToppingfor it to be the root class and 

go to Tools ->Create class hierarchy. Click on Continue 

anduse the Sufix Topping. Fill the textarea with the three 

subclasses Foam, WhippedCream, Cinnamon. Leave the 

option Make sibling classes disjoint checked. 
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Exercise 6 

Create the following classes for toppings as subclasses 

of WhippedCreamTopping: Classic, Vegetable, 

Sweetened. 

Solution 

Click on WhippedCreamTopping for it to be the root 

class and go to Tools ->Create class hierarchy. Click on 

Continue anduse the Sufix WhippedCreamTopping. Fill 

the textarea with the three subclasses Classic, Vegetable, 

Sweetened. Leave the option Make sibling classes 

disjoint checked. 

So far, your class hierarchy should look like in Figure 

10.2.4. 

 

Fig. 10.2.4.Class hierarchy after adding the three more 

subclasses 
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Exercise 7 

Create an object property hasIngredient. 

Solution 

Look in the left corner of the window and open the 

Object property hierarchy tab. Click on the left button 

colored in blue and write the name hasIngredient. 

Exercise 8 

Create other 2 properties, as sub-properties of 

hasIngredient: hasBase, hasTopping. 

Solution 

Have hasIngredient selected and click on the first button 

in order to add the two sub-properties hasBase and 

hasTopping. Each of these two will have for 

SubProperty Of the property hasIngredient. 

Exercise 9 

Create a propriety isIngredientOf and make it Inverse of 

the property hasIngredient. 

Solution 

Select topObjectProperty click on the first button to add 

a sub-property named isIngredientOf. Select this 

property and for Inverse Of click on the button + and 
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select the option hasIngredient which will appear as in 

Figure 10.2.5. 

 

Fig. 10.2.5.Creation of theisIngredientOf property 

Exercise 10 

Make hasBase the inverse of isBaseOf. In the similar 

manner, create isToppingOf property. 

Solution 

Add the sub-properties isBaseOf and isToppingOf for 

the property isIngredientOf.  

Select hasBase, click on Inverse of button and add 

isBaseOf. It can be noticed that the Inverse Of value for 

isBaseOf is hasBase. 

Select hasTopping, click on Inverse of button and add 

isToppingOf. It can be noticed that the Inverse Of value 

for isToppingOf is hasTopping. 
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Exercise 11 

Make hasIngredient to be transitive. What does 

transitive mean? 

Solution 

If an object property has the characteristic of being 

Transitive, it means that for a certain set if an element x 

is connected to an element y and y is itself connected to 

z, then x is also connected to z. In this case, ingredients 

will be connected between one another. 

In order to make hasIngredientto be transitive it is 

clicked and for Characteristics, the checkbox for 

Transitive is checked. 

Exercise 12 

Make hasBase to be functional. What does functional 

mean? 

Solution 

If an object property has the characteristic of being 

Functional, it means that it can only hold just one value 

for a certain individual. In this case, hasBase will 

contain only one value. 

In order to make hasBase to be functional it is clicked 

and for Characteristics, the checkbox for Functional is 

clicked. 
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Exercise 13 

Specify the domain and range of hasTopping: domain = 

Espresso, range=EspressoTopping. Do a similar thing 

for hasBase. 

Solution 

Click on hasTopping and for the option Domains add 

Espresso.In thesame manner add EspressoTopping as 

the range of the object property hasTopping. 

Click on hasBaseand for the option Domains add 

Espresso. In thesame manner add EspressoBase as the 

range of the object property hasBase. 

Exercise 14 

Create a restriction to Espresso that says that every 

Espresso must have an EspressoBase.  

Solution 

Select Espresso, click on “+” from Description tab - 

>SubClass Of, open Class expression editor for 

Espresso, press Ctrl+Space and write the restriction: 

hasBase some EspressoBase. 

Exercise 15 

Create a class EspressoSpecialty, sub-class of Espresso 

class. 
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Solution 

In the Class hierarchy click on Espresso and then press 

the button Add subclass which is placed on the left side 

of the window. Write the name EspressoSpecialty. 

Exercise 16 

Create a class CinnamonDolceLatte, subclass of 

EspressoSpecialty, which has, as topping 

CinnamonTopping and WhippedCreamTopping.  

Solution 

In the Class hierarchy click on EspressoSpecialty and 

then press the button Add subclass which is placed on 

the left side of the window. Write the name 

CinnamonDolceLatte. 

Select CinnamonDolceLatte, click on “+” from 

Description tab - >SubClass Of, open Class expression 

editor for CinnamonDolceLatte, press Ctrl+Space and 

write the restriction: hasTopping some 

CinnamonTopping and WhippedCreamTopping. 

Exercise 17 

Add an explicative comment to the  

CinnamonDolceLatte class.  
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Solution 

Select the CinnamonDolceLatte class and on the right 

hand side for theAnnotations tab click to add an 

Annotation where inside the textarea which is placed 

under the label Value can be written something like 

"This has to be yummy!". 

Exercise 18 

Make a class CafeMocha, subclass of EspressoSpecialty, 

which has, as topping WhippedCreamTopping.  

Solution 

In the Class hierarchy click on EspressoSpecialty and 

then press the button Add subclass which is placed on 

the left side of the window. Write the name CafeMocha. 

Select CafeMocha, click on “+” from Description tab - 

>SubClass Of, open Class expression editor for 

CafeMocha, press Ctrl+Space and write the restriction: 

hasTopping some WhippedCreamTopping. 

The class hierarchy along with the object property 

hierarchy can be visualized in Figure 10.2.6. 
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Fig. 10.2.6.Class and object property hierarchies 

Exercise 19 

Create the graphical representation of your ontology in 

OWLGrEd (http://owlgred.lumii.lv/online_visuali 

zation) and save it as image. 

Solution 

After saving the ontology the website http://owlgred. 

lumii.lv/online_visualization is accessed where the 
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option Visualize your ontology is clicked. The .owl file 

is selected in order to be displayed as in Figure 10.2.7.  

 

Fig. 10.2.7.OWL file visualization 

10.3. Proposed exercises 

Exercise 1 

Starting from the solved exercises, transform 

CaffeMocha from a primitive into a defined class.  

Hint: Important: A class that only has necessary 

conditions is known as a primitive class. Necessary 

conditions can be read as: “If something is a member of 

this class, then it is necessary to fulfill these conditions.” 

A class that has necessary and sufficient conditions is a 

defined class. Necessary and sufficient conditions can be 
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read as: “If something fulfils these conditions, then it 

must be a member of this class.” 

Select CaffeMocha, then click on Edit->Convert to 

defined class. What do you notice in the Description of 

the CaffeMocha tab? 

We converted the CaffeMocha description into a 

definition: if something is a caffe mocha, then it is 

necessary that it’s an espresso specialty and has at least 

one topping from whipped cream toppings.  

 

Exercise 2 

Create an espresso specialty which has only foam or 

classic whipped cream topic and make it a definition. 

Exercise 3 

Create the following scenario: 
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• create a class EspressoSweetness, as a sub-class 

of Thing 

• create 3 other classes, NoneSweetness, 

MediumSweetness and ExtraSweetness, as sub-

classes of EspressoSweetness 

• create a functional object property named 

hasSweetness, with the range to 

EspressoSweetness class; why functional?  

• make a definition from the class 

EspressoSweetness: it is NoneSweetness or 

MediumSweetness or ExtraSweetness 

• create EspressoMachiato as an espresso 

speciality and say it is extra sweet 

• create a class SweetEspresso, sub-class of 

Espresso, with the restriction: hasSweetness 

some ExtraSweetness; make the class a 

definition 

Exercise 4 

Define an InterestingEspresso to be an espresso with at 

least 3 toppings.  

Exercise 5 

Define hasCalories, as a data property, of type integer 

(in Data Properties tab).  
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Exercise 6 

Define 3 individuals of type EspressoMachiato (in 

Individuals tab). Establish for each of them an integer 

value for their hasCalories property (tip: use Data 

property assertions). Establish that any espresso should 

have a number of calories assigned (of type integer).  

Exercise 7 

Design an OWL ontology in Protégé to model 

(collaborative) learning processes: e.g. you should 

haveconcepts for learning objectives, learning profiles, 

roles, groups, learning events, in order to optimize 

a(collaborative) learning process. The designed ontology 

should have at least 30 classes and subclasses, 15 

properties(10 object properties and 5 data properties), 10 

individuals and 5 restrictions; also, your properties have 

to be at leastof 3 types (e.g. functional, inverse, 

transitive); at least 2 of your properties have to have 

domain and range; you canuse an existing ontology, but 

you have to add all the things requested above  and say 

what entitiesyou added; please add comments to your 

entities. 

Exercise 8 

Classify the ontology from Exercise 1 using a reasoner. 

Demonstrate the automated classification in your 

ontologywith at least 2 examples. 
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Exercise 9 

Create the graphical representation of your ontology in 

OWLGrEd(http://owlgred.lumii.lv/online_visualization) 

and save it as image. 

Exercise 10 

Make 2 SPARQL queries for your ontology and save 

them in a txt file with the name “sparql_owl”. 
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11. RDF and OWL APIs 

 

 There are several RDF / OWL API for various 

programming languages.  

For Java, some examples are: 

• Apache Jena - http://jena.apache.org/; 

• JRDF - http://jrdf.sourceforge.net/; 

• OWL API - http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/ .  

For .NET, some examples are: 

• dotNetRDF - http://www.dotnetrdf.org/ ; 

• RDFSharp - http://rdfsharp.codeplex.com/ ; 

• OWL API for .NET-https://owlapinet.codeplex.com/ 

. 

For PHP, some examples are: 

• RAP - RDF API for PHP -http://wifo5-

03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/rdfapi/; 

Strongly connected with RDF/OWL APIs are the 

triplestores, where a triplestore or RDF store is a 

purpose-built database for the storage and retrieval of 

triples through semantic queries. Some examples of 

triplestores are: AllegroGraph, Stardog, GraphDB™ by 

Ontotext. 
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11.1. Roundup Theory 

 

The most known API for working with RDF and 

OWL is Apache Jena. Apache Jena is a free and open 

source Java framework for building semantic web. The 

framework is composed of different APIs interacting 

together to process RDF data: https://jena.apache.org/ . 

The main components of Jena are: RDF API – 

create and reads RDF models, serializes RDF using 

popular formats; Ontology API–a provides functions for 

working with OWLs; Inference API – provides 

functions for reasoning over OWLs;  ARQ engine – 

performs SPARQL queries; TDB – a triplestore; Fuseki 

- provides REST-style interaction with RDF data. 

11.2  Exercises with solutions  

 

Exercise  

1. Consider the following statement: 

An individual whose e-mail address is “paul@e.at” 

plays tennis with the spouse of a colleague whose e-mail 

addresses are “keith@g.es”  and “keith@i.com”. 
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Built its corresponding JENA model: 

http://jena.apache.org/tutorials/rdf_api.html. Serialize its 

content in RDF/XML format, using JENA RDF API. 

2. Create the visual graph from your application 

(from the model or parsing the RDF/XML file), 

using a 3rd party library (e.g. 

http://jung.sourceforge.net/). 

3. Built the Jena model for the bellow graph and 

then, using 

JENA(http://jena.apache.org/tutorials/rdf_api.ht

ml#ch-Querying a Model),query the model so as 

to find out: 

• All the individuals with e-mail addresses. 

• With whom plays tennis an individual having the 

e-mail address paul@e.at? 

• What are the email addresses of people who 

works with the spouse of the person with email 

addresskeith@g.es ? 

 

Fig. 11.2.1. RDF graph for requirement 2 
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Solution 

The graphical interface of the solution for the 

first requirement is available in Fig. 11.2.2.  

 

 

Fig. 11.2.2. Graphical interface for first requirement 

For first requirement, a Jena model from either 

direct input (see Fig. 11.2.4), either reading from a txt 

file (see Fig. 11.2.5) is built and then, a RDF/XML file 

based on that model is constructed.  

The event-handler associated with the button 

BuildRDF has the below code: 

 

Fig. 11.2.3. Event handler for building a RDF (Jena 

model and RDF/XML file) 
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The class RDFBuilder is available in Annex 2. 

 

 

Fig. 11.2.4. Building a RDF from direct input 
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Fig. 11.2.5. Building a RDF from an external file 

The graphical interface of the solution for the 

second requirement is available in Fig. 11.2.6.  

 

Fig. 11.2.6. Graphical interface for the second 

requirement 
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 When clicking to Create Graph button, the event 

from Fig. 11.2.7 is triggered and a RDF graph using 

Jung API is created. Also, the Open Image button is 

enabled, as the png of the graph is also created. 

 

Fig. 11.2.7. Event handler for building a RDF graph 

with Jung API 

 

JenaJungGraph class implements the 

DirectedGraph interface offered by Jung API and it is 

available in Annex 2. Some useful methods are 

implemented in the Transformers class, also available in 

Annex 2. 
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For the thirs recquirement, two methods are 

offered, by using directly the Jena model and by 

applying a SPARQL query to a model: 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.Query; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QueryExecution; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QueryExecutionFactory; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QueryFactory; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QuerySolution; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.ResultSet; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.ModelFactory; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Property; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.ResIterator; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Resource; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Statement; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.List; 
 
public class AuxiliaryRDF { 
        String uri; 
        Model model; 
        Property foafMbox ; 
        Property worksWith ; 
        Property playsTennisWith; 
        Property knows ; 
        Property marriedWith ; 
        Resource a ; 
        Resource b ; 
        Resource c ; 
        Resource d ; 
    public AuxiliaryRDF() { 
        uri = "http://swhw2/"; 
        model = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel(); 
        foafMbox = model.createProperty(uri + "foaf:mbox"); 
        worksWith = model.createProperty(uri + "worksWith"); 
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        playsTennisWith = model.createProperty(uri + 
"playsTennisWith"); 
        knows = model.createProperty(uri + "knows"); 
        marriedWith = model.createProperty(uri + "marriedWith"); 
        a = model.createResource(uri + "a"); 
        b = model.createResource(uri + "b"); 
        c = model.createResource(uri + "c"); 
        d = model.createResource(uri + "d"); 
        a.addProperty(foafMbox, "paul@e.at"); 
        a.addProperty(worksWith, b); 
        a.addProperty(playsTennisWith, c); 
        a.addProperty(knows, d); 
        b.addProperty(marriedWith, c); 
        b.addProperty(foafMbox, "keith@g.es"); 
        d.addProperty(foafMbox, "keith@i.com"); 
        d.addProperty(foafMbox, "keith@g.es"); 
    }     
      
    public String getModel() { 
        StringWriter stringWriter = new StringWriter(); 
        model.write(stringWriter); 
        return stringWriter.toString(); 
    } 
 
     
    public String task1JENA(){ 
        StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
        ResIterator listResourcesWithProperty = 
model.listResourcesWithProperty(foafMbox); 
        while (listResourcesWithProperty.hasNext()) { 
            Resource resource = listResourcesWithProperty.next(); 
            sb.append(resource); 
            sb.append("\n"); 
        } 
        return sb.toString(); 
    } 
     
    public String task2JENA(){ 
        String email = "paul@e.at"; 
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        Resource r  = model.listResourcesWithProperty(foafMbox, 
email).nextResource(); 
        Statement property = r.getProperty(playsTennisWith); 
        return property.asTriple().getObject().toString(); 
    } 
     
    public String task3JENA(){ 
        StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
        String email = "keith@g.es"; 
        ResIterator listResourcesWithProperty = 
model.listResourcesWithProperty(foafMbox, email); 
        List<Resource> l = new ArrayList<>(); 
        while(listResourcesWithProperty.hasNext()){ 
            Resource resource = listResourcesWithProperty.next(); 
            if(resource.hasProperty(marriedWith)){ 
                Resource r = 
resource.getProperty(marriedWith).getResource(); 
                l.add(r); 
            } 
        } 
        Resource r = l.get(0); //the spouse 
        ResIterator listResourcesWithProperty1 = 
r.getModel().listResourcesWithProperty(playsTennisWith); 
        while(listResourcesWithProperty1.hasNext()){ 
            Resource resource  = listResourcesWithProperty1.next(); 
            Statement property = resource.getProperty(foafMbox); 
            sb.append(property.asTriple().getObject().toString()) 
.append(" "); 
        } 
        return sb.toString(); 
    } 
     
    public String task1SPARQL(){ 
        StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
        String queryString = "" 
                + "     PREFIX f: <http://swhw2/foaf:> \n" 
                + "        SELECT DISTINCT ?x          \n" 
                + "        WHERE {?x f:mbox ?a}        \n"; 
        Query query = QueryFactory.create(queryString) ; 
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        QueryExecution qexec = QueryExecutionFactory.create(query, 
model); 
        ResultSet results = qexec.execSelect() ; 
        while( results.hasNext()) { 
            QuerySolution soln = results.nextSolution(); 
            sb.append(soln.toString()).append("\n"); 
        } 
        return sb.toString(); 
    }  
    public String task2SPARQL(){ 
        StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
        String email  = "\"paul@e.at\""; 
        String queryString = "" 
                + "     PREFIX f: <http://swhw2/foaf:>       \n" 
                + "     PREFIX g: <http://swhw2/>            \n" 
                + "        SELECT  ?x                        \n"  
                + "        WHERE                             \n"  
                + "        {?a f:mbox " + email + ".         \n"               
                + "         ?a g:playsTennisWith ?x }        \n" ; 
        Query query = QueryFactory.create(queryString) ; 
        QueryExecution qexec = QueryExecutionFactory.create(query, 
model); 
        ResultSet results = qexec.execSelect() ; 
        while(results.hasNext()){ 
            QuerySolution soln = results.nextSolution(); 
            sb.append(soln.toString()).append("\n"); 
        } 
        return sb.toString(); 
    } 
    public String task3SPARQL(){ 
        StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
        String email  = "\"keith@g.es\""; 
        String queryString = "" 
                + "     PREFIX f: <http://swhw2/foaf:>          \n" 
                + "     PREFIX g: <http://swhw2/>               \n" 
                + "        SELECT  ?x                           \n"   
                + "        WHERE                                \n"  
                + "        { ?a f:mbox " + email +" .           \n" 
                + "          ?a g:marriedWith ?b.               \n" 
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                + "          ?c g:playsTennisWith ?b.           \n" 
                + "          ?c f:mbox ?x }                     \n" ; 
        Query query = QueryFactory.create(queryString) ; 
        QueryExecution qexec = QueryExecutionFactory.create(query, 
model); 
        ResultSet results = qexec.execSelect() ; 
        while(results.hasNext()) { 
            QuerySolution soln = results.nextSolution(); 
            sb.append(soln.toString()).append("\n"); 
        } 
        return sb.toString(); 
    } 
} 

11.3  Proposed exercises 

Exercise 1 

Consider the below RDF graph.  Built its corresponding 

JENA model, using the information given here:  

http://jena.apache.org/tutorials/rdf_api.html . Serialize 

its content in RDF/XML format, using JENA RDF API. 

Fig. 11.3.1. RDF graph for Exercise 1 

 

QueryExecution qexec = QueryExecutionFactory.create(query, 

t its corresponding 

JENA model, using the information given here:  

http://jena.apache.org/tutorials/rdf_api.html . Serialize 

its content in RDF/XML format, using JENA RDF API.  
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Exercise 2 

Using JENA, query the model developed at Exercise 1, 

so as to find out: 

• all the movies in which a given actor (e.g. Chris 

North, Bradley Cooper) played; 

• all the movies released in a given year (e.g. 

1999, 2000); 

• all the movies with a similar plot to a given 

movie (e.g. the thirteenth floor). 

Exercise 3 

Create the visual graph from your application (from the 

model or parsing the RDF/XML file), using a 3rd party 

library (e.g. http://jung.sourceforge.net/).  You should 

highlight/color differently the query results from 

Exercise 2, after they are executed.  

Exercise 4  

Open the ontology developed at Exercise 1 from 

Chapter 10.3. Design a second OWL ontology in 

Protégé, which models the same domain as the first one. 

This second ontology should be simpler, with just a few 

classes, properties and restrictions. Choose 5 properties 

and 5 classes from each ontology that are related in 

either of the following ways: equivalentClass, subClass, 
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equivalentProperty or subProperty. Assign each pair to 

one of these relationships (write the connections in a txt 

file) and try to align them using Jena API. 

Load the two ontology files into a schema model. Save 

the newly aligned ontology model to a file named 

AlignedOntology.owl 

Run the Jena OWL Reasoner over the aligned ontology 

model to find the inferred relationships.  Save the 

inferred ontology model to a file named 

InferredAlignedOntology.owl. 

More about ontology alignment: 

http://disi.unitn.it/~p2p/matching/SWAP06-

OMtutorial.pdf 

Make a friendly user interface. 

12. Application with ontologies using Text2Onto 

 

We developed a system CERT EXAM v2.0, 

which is a formative e-assessment tool for open 

questions related to project management. The system 

aims to be a support instrument for professional 

preparing to obtain aprofessional certification.  

Our e-assessment solution CERT EXAM v2.0 is 

connected to a repository of open-ended questions and 
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provides the automatic evaluation of answers in natural 

language for those questions. The answers are used to 

establish an expertise value which completes the initial 

profile of the user.   The evaluation of the answers is 

done by comparing them with some reference answers, 

developed by the experts and stocked in the repository. 

The result of the comparison is a set of concepts and 

conceptual relationships which weren’t provided by the 

candidate’s answers, but they should have been, based 

on the reference answers. The candidate receives the 

feedback related to the missing concepts under the form 

of suggestions/recommendations of further learning. 

Also, the percentage of answers’ correctness is 

displayed at the end of the evaluation session, allowing 

the user to be informed about his/her learning progress. 

In order to provide to the e-assessment user access to 

further knowledge, professional virtual communities 

suitable for him/her (based on one’s profile) are 

suggested. The link to these communities is taken again 

from the semantic repository of the application. The 

workflow of the e-assessment solution previously 

described is visible in the diagram from Fig. 12.1.  

The evaluation of the questions is accomplished 

using diverse technologies and open-source tools, 

respectively: GATE, WordNet, Text2Onto, OpenNLP, 

Protégé, Alignment API. For each answer given in 

natural language, a structured version of it is built under 

the form of an owl ontology using the Text2Onto 
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framework, where an ontology is a machine-readable 

way of expressing a domain (with concepts and relations 

between those concepts).  

 

Fig. 12.1. Formative E-assessment Workflow 

Text2Onto is an open source ontology 

framework written in Java programming language which 

enforces the extraction of ontologies from text 

documents: https://sourceforge.net/projects/texttoonto/. 

The answer to a question represents the corpus for the 

Text2Onto tool, which performs a tokenization of the 

text and a part-of-speech (POS) tagging, respectively 

NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS for nouns at singular or plural 

form, VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ for several 

forms of verbs, JJ for adjective, IN for preposition or 

subordinating conjunction. Text2Onto is based on the 

General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE), 

which is an open source software as well, offering an 

API for modeling, editing and annotating ontologies. 
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GATE has as component the Java Annotation Patterns 

Engine (JAPE) that permits the recognition of regular 

expressions in annotated documents: using the rules 

defined inside JAPE, we extract the conceptual relations 

from text-based answers.  

It is known that in an owl ontology, each relation 

has a domain of definition and a range of values. When 

the text is analyzed, the construction of each phrase is 

compared to the rules which are part of the JAPE file, 

and if they match, the relationship between the concepts, 

represented by domain and range is saved. E.g. for the 

phrase “In a project exist several phases: specification 

notebook and technical design, detailed design, 

approval.”, the program will  find the relation “exist” 

(“project”, “several phrase: specification notebook and 

technical design, detailed design”), where the first term, 

project, represents the domain, while the next term 

represents the range.  

 The algorithm applied for extracting the 

relationships is further described. For each relation 

defined as “a:Relation”, the following steps are 

executed: 

• for “a:Domain”, take the value of “rdf:resource”; 

• search for the concept with that value at “rdf:ID” 

tag; 
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• for the concept, take the value which is placed in 

the tag “owlx:Label” and use String Tokenizer taking 

into consideration the spacing and separators; 

• for each noun, create new concepts, if they don’t 

already exist (the existent ones are places as values 

within the “rdf:ID” tag); 

• replace the old domain of the relationship with 

the new domain; 

• repeat the previous steps for the range of the 

relation, defined in “a:Range”. 

For example, for the phrase „Goals can be of 

several types: primary, secondary, non-objective.”, the 

relationship will look in the owl ontology file as: 

<a:Relation rdf:ID="be_31417793127"> 

<owlx:Label 

rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">be</owlx:Label> 

<a:Domain rdf:resource="#goals_c"/> 

<a:Range 

rdf:resource="#several_types_:_primary_secondary_non

-objective_c"/> 

</a:Relation> 
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After applying the algorithm, the extract will 

look as: 

<a:Relation rdf:ID="be_31417793127"> 

<owlx:Label 

rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">be</owlx:Label> 

<a:Domain rdf:resource="#goals_c"/> 

<a:Range rdf:resource="#several_c”/> 

<a:Range rdf:resource="#primary_c”/> 

<a:Range rdf:resource="#secondary_c”/> 

<a:Range rdf:resource="#non-objective_c”/> 

</a:Relation> 

WordNet is an open source lexical database used 

by Text2Onto that associates words based on their 

signification. Nouns, adjectives and verbs are grouped 

into sets of synonyms, each set being connected to a 

distinct concept. Apache OpenNLP, a toolkit for natural 

language processing, was also used for sentence 

segmentation, tokenization, POS tagging, entity 

extraction and chunking. 

In order to evaluate an answer, the ontology of 

the answer is compared with the ontology of a reference 

answer. The comparison is not a straightforward 
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process: ontology alignment methods have to be applied, 

to find correlation between the concepts, which can be 

labeled differently in those two ontologies. Ontology 

alignment was done with the aid of the Alignment API 

which consists in a set of Java interfaces. The most 

important one is the AlignmentProcess interface which 

has to be implemented by a class further instantiated and 

initialized with the two OWL ontologies which have to 

be compared. The evaluation of the ontology is done via 

the Evaluator interface provided by the Alignment API. 

The result is received in a numeric format, but it can be 

transformed into a qualitative format based on the 

choices made by the evaluation experts. The Alignment 

API was not the only one tested, the ontology alignment 

user interface Optima was also used, but inefficient 

results were obtained. 

Several issues had to be overcome during the 

development of the evaluation module:  

• Text2Onto did not extract enough relations from 

a given text, extra processing had to be applied; 

• some domain specific words were not available 

in the WordNet, they had to be added; 

• in Text2Onto, if the same verb appears inside a 

relation, it is saved only the first time it occurs, else it is 

ignored, because it is marked as already found; in order 

to concatenate the existent domain and range with their 
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new values, the separator “;” has been used for the 

domain and “##” for the range.  

 A part from the CERT Exam ontology is 

available in Fig. 12.2. 

 

Fig. 12.2. Excerpt from an answer ontology in CERT 

EXAM 2.0 
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13. Annexes 

13.1 Annex 1 - Resources and source code for the 

application using XML APIs 

 

The below code is used at the solved exercises 

from chapter 7.2. 

Articles.dtd 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!ELEMENT articles (article)*> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
<!ELEMENT article (description|contents|authors|name)*> 
<!ATTLIST article 
    id CDATA #IMPLIED 
    category CDATA #IMPLIED 
    noPages CDATA #IMPLIED 
    publicationYear CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
<!ELEMENT authors (author)*> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
<!ELEMENT author (#PCDATA)> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
<!ELEMENT contents (heading)*> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
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<!ELEMENT heading (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST heading 
    page CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
 
<!--- Put your DTDDoc comment here. --> 
<!ELEMENT description (#PCDATA)> 
 

Articles.xml 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<articles> 
<article publicationYear="2012" noPages="42" 
category="Computer Science" id="1"> 
<name>Advances in Intelligence and Security Informatics</name> 
<authors> 
<author>Wenji Mao</author> 
<author>Fei-Yue Wang</author> 
</authors> 
<contents> 
<heading page="1">Chapter 1 - Intelligence and Security 
Informatics: Research Frameworks</heading> 
<heading page="9">Chapter 2 - Agent Modeling of Terrorist 
Organization Behavior</heading> 
<heading page="21">Chapter 3 - Security Story Generation for 
Computational Experiments</heading> 
<heading page="33">Chapter 4 - Forecasting Group Behavior via 
Probabilistic Plan Inference</heading> 
</contents> 
<description>The Intelligent Systems Series comprises titles that 
present state of the art knowledge and the latest advances in 
intelligent systems. Its scope includes theoretical studies, design 
methods, and real-world implementations and 
applications.</description> 
</article> 
<article publicationYear="2007" noPages="60" 
category="Computer Science" id="2"> 
<name>Aggressive Network Self-Defense</name> 
<authors> 
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<author>Neil Wyler</author> 
</authors> 
<contents> 
<heading page="1">Chapter 1: Is it Legal to Strike 
Back?</heading> 
<heading page="7">Chapter 2: Automated Strike Back 
Worms</heading> 
<heading page="24">Chapter 3: Targeting an Attacking Host 
Chapter</heading> 
<heading page="42">Chapter 4: Aggressive Intrusion Prevention 
Systems</heading> 
<heading page="46">Chapter 5: Honey Pots and Honey 
Nets</heading> 
<heading page="52">Chapter 6: Windows Insecurity: Shattering 
the Glass.</heading> 
</contents> 
<description>This book will provide a detailed analysis of the most 
timely and dangerous attack vectors targeted at operating systems, 
applications, and critical infrastructure and the cutting-edge 
counter-measures used to nullify the actions of an attacking, 
criminal hacker.</description> 
</article> 
<article publicationYear="2012" noPages="85" 
category="Computer Science"  id="3"> 
<name>Analyzing the Social Web</name> 
<authors> 
<author>Jennifer Golbeck</author> 
</authors> 
<contents> 
<heading page="1">Chapter 1 - Introduction</heading> 
<heading page="9">Chapter 2 - Nodes, Edges, and Network 
Measures</heading> 
<heading page="25">Chapter 3 - Network Structure and 
Measures</heading> 
<heading page="45">Chapter 4 - Network Visualization</heading> 
<heading page="63">Chapter 5 - Tie Strength</heading> 
<heading page="75">Chapter 6 - Trust</heading> 
</contents> 
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<description>Analyzing the Social Webprovides a framework for 
the analysis of public data currently available and being generated 
by social networks and social media, like Facebook, Twitter, and 
Foursquare. Access and analysis of this public data about people 
and their connections to one another allows for new applications of 
traditional social network analysis techniques that let us identify 
things like who are the most important or influential people in a 
network, how things will spread through the network, and the 
nature of peoples relationships.</description> 
</article> 
<article publicationYear="1999" noPages="65" 
category="Engineering"  id="4"> 
<name>Analogue and Digital Communication Techniques</name> 
<authors> 
<author>Grahame Smillie</author> 
</authors> 
<contents> 
<heading page="1">Chapter 1 - Definition of terms</heading> 
<heading page="15">Chapter 2 - Analogue modulation 
principles</heading> 
<heading page="45">Chapter 3 - Spread spectrum 
systems</heading> 
<heading page="59">Chapter 4 - Digital modulation 
techniques</heading> 
</contents> 
<description>The Intelligent Systems Series comprises titles that 
present state of the art knowledge and the latest advances in 
intelligent systems. Its scope includes theoretical studies, design 
methods, and real-world implementations and 
applications.</description> 
</article> 
<article publicationYear="1998" noPages="167" 
category="Environmental Science"  id="5"> 
<name>Adsorption of Metals by Geomedia</name> 
<authors> 
<author>Everett A. Jenne</author> 
</authors> 
<contents> 
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<heading page="1">Chapter 1 - Adsorption of Metals by 
Geomedia: Data Analysis, Modeling, Controlling Factors, and 
Related Issues</heading> 
<heading page="74">Chapter 2 - UraniumVI Adsorption on Model 
Minerals: Controlling Factors and Surface Complexation 
Modeling</heading> 
<heading page="98">Chapter 3 - UraniumVI Sorption onto 
Selected Mineral Surfaces: Key Geochemical 
Parameters</heading> 
<heading page="131">Chapter 4 - Studies of NeptuniumV Sorption 
on quartz, Clinoptilolite, Montmorillonite, and α-
Alumina</heading> 
<heading page="149">Chapter 5 - Factors Affecting Trivalent f-
Element Adsorption to an Acidic Sandy Soil</heading> 
</contents> 
<description>Adsorption of Metals by Geomedia,serves as a needed 
resource for this topic which has received much attention during the 
past 15 years. The book provides an in-depth review of the field, 
followed by numerouschapters that document the current status of 
adsorption research for a variety of metals by geomedia ranging 
from individual minerals to sediments and soils.</description> 
</article> 

</articles> 

 

articlesStyle.xml 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet 
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
version="1.0"> 
<xsl:output method="html"/> 
 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Articles</title> 
<script src="Resources/JS/jQuery.js"></script> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="Resources/CSS/bootstrap.min.css"/> 
<script src="Resources/JS/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 
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</head> 
<body> 
<!--                <%@include file="header.jsp"%>--> 
<div class="container"> 
<h1 class="jumbotron">Articles</h1> 
<table border="1" class="table table-condensed"> 
<thead> 
<tr> 
<th>Name</th> 
<th>Subject</th> 
<!--                                <th>Authors</th>--> 
<th>Details</th> 
</tr> 
</thead> 
<tbody> 
<xsl:for-each select="articles/article"> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<xsl:value-of select="name" /> 
</td> 
<td> 
<xsl:value-of select="@category" /> 
</td> 
<!--                                    <td> 
<xsl:for-each select="authors/author"> 
<span> 
<xsl:value-of select="author" /> 
</span> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</td>--> 
<td> 
<a href="article.jsp?id={@id}"> 
<span style="display: none;"> 
<xsl:value-of select='@id'/> 
</span>Read more</a> 
</td> 
</tr> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</tbody> 
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</table> 
</div> 
</body> 
</html> 
</xsl:template> 
 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
 

notes.xml 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?> 
<articles> 
<article id="1"> 
<username>radux</username> 
<note>A marvelous piece of writing.</note> 
</article> 
<article id="1"> 
<username>radub</username> 
<note>I've seen better.</note> 
</article> 
<article id="2"> 
<username>radub</username> 
<note>Nice article.</note> 
</article> 
</articles> 

 

readArticles.xml 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?> 
<users> 
<user> 
<username>radux</username> 
<article id="1"/> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>radub</username> 
<article id="4"/> 
</user> 
<user> 
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<username>ionut</username> 
<article id="1"/> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>ionut</username> 
<article id="2"/> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>radux</username> 
<article id="3"/> 
</user> 
</users> 
 

Users.xml 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" 
standalone="no"?><users> 
<user> 
<username>radux</username> 
<password>76b9890bc9c92b40290d4053e43439d5</password> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>radub</username> 
<password>86cf459077ac8fb5ce1e1ffd196c8a31</password> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>ionut</username> 
<password>5e498ed463ea7a6be7e2d9215a5f8781</password> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>vlad</username> 
<password>d701fde59d74f76803087b6632186caf</password> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>ion</username> 
<password>31e6a7de72799d9cd2469a064d5f82bf</password> 
</user> 
<user> 
<username>jessie</username> 
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<password>4337fb150cbc24bd1842fb3b8f828a6c</password> 
</user> 
</users> 
 

Services/ArticleService.java 

 

package Services; 
 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.List; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import javax.xml.transform.Source; 
import javax.xml.transform.Transformer; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerConfigurationException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transform.dom.DOMSource; 
import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.xpath.XPath; 
import javax.xml.xpath.XPathConstants; 
import javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpressionException; 
import javax.xml.xpath.XPathFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Element; 
import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
 
 
public class ArticleService { 
 
    DocumentBuilderFactory builderFactory = 
DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 
    DocumentBuilder builder; 
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    XPath xPath = XPathFactory.newInstance().newXPath(); 
 
    public ArticleService() throws ParserConfigurationException { 
        this.builder = builderFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
    } 
 
    public NodeList getSubjects() throws SAXException, 
IOException, XPathExpressionException { 
 
        NodeList nodeList = null; 
        try { 
            builder = builderFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
            Document document = (Document) builder.parse(new 
FileInputStream("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects
\\WebApplication1\\web\\Resources\\Articles.xml")); 
            String expression = 
"//article[not(@category=preceding::*/@category)]/@category"; 
            nodeList = (NodeList) 
xPath.compile(expression).evaluate(document, 
XPathConstants.NODESET); 
        } catch (ParserConfigurationException e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
        return nodeList; 
    } 
 
    public NodeList getArticlesByFilters(String name, String subject, 
String year, String author) throws FileNotFoundException, 
SAXException, IOException, XPathExpressionException { 
        NodeList nodeList = null; 
        Document document = (Document) builder.parse(new 
FileInputStream("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects
\\WebApplication1\\web\\Resources\\Articles.xml")); 
        String expression = "//article[@category='" + subject + "' and 
@publicationYear='" + year + "' and 
authors/author[contains(text(),'" + author + "')] and 
name[contains(text(),'" + name + "')]]"; 
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        nodeList = (NodeList) 
xPath.compile(expression).evaluate(document, 
XPathConstants.NODESET); 
        return nodeList; 
 
    } 
 
    public void getAllArticles() throws SAXException, IOException, 
XPathExpressionException, ParserConfigurationException, 
TransformerConfigurationException, TransformerException { 
 
        TransformerFactory factory = 
TransformerFactory.newInstance(); 
        Source xslt = new StreamSource(new 
File("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects\\WebApplic
ation1\\web\\Resources\\articlesStyle.xml")); 
        Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(xslt); 
 
        Source text = new StreamSource(new 
File("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects\\WebApplic
ation1\\web\\Resources\\Articles.xml")); 
        transformer.transform(text, new StreamResult(new 
File("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects\\WebApplic
ation1\\web\\output.jsp"))); 
    } 
 
    public Element getArticleById(int id) throws 
ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, 
XPathExpressionException, IOException { 
        NodeList nodeList = null; 
 
        builder = builderFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
        Document document = (Document) builder.parse(new 
FileInputStream("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects
\\WebApplication1\\web\\Resources\\Articles.xml")); 
        String expression = "//article[@id='" + id + "']"; 
        nodeList = (NodeList) 
xPath.compile(expression).evaluate(document, 
XPathConstants.NODESET); 
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        Element myNode = (Element) nodeList.item(0); 
 
        return myNode; 
    } 
 
    public boolean checkIfRead(String username, int articleId) 
throws ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, 
FileNotFoundException, XPathExpressionException, IOException 
{ 
        boolean ok = false; 
        NodeList nodeList = null; 
 
        builder = builderFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
        Document document = (Document) builder.parse(new 
FileInputStream("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects
\\WebApplication1\\web\\Resources\\readArticles.xml")); 
        String expression = "//user[username='" + username + 
"']/article[@id='" + articleId + "']"; 
        nodeList = (NodeList) 
xPath.compile(expression).evaluate(document, 
XPathConstants.NODESET); 
 
        return nodeList.getLength() > 0; 
    } 
 
    public NodeList getNotes(int id) throws SAXException, 
IOException, XPathExpressionException { 
        NodeList nodeList = null; 
        try { 
            builder = builderFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
            Document document = (Document) builder.parse(new 
FileInputStream("C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects
\\WebApplication1\\web\\Resources\\notes.xml")); 
            String expression = "//article[@id='" + id + "']"; 
            nodeList = (NodeList) 
xPath.compile(expression).evaluate(document, 
XPathConstants.NODESET); 
        } catch (ParserConfigurationException e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
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        } 
        return nodeList; 
    } 
 
} 
 

Servlets/ displayArticles.java 

 

package Servlets; 

 

import Services.ArticleService; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import static java.lang.System.out; 
import java.util.logging.Level; 
import java.util.logging.Logger; 
import javax.servlet.ServletException; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException; 
import javax.xml.xpath.XPathExpressionException; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Element; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
 
 
public class DisplayArticles extends HttpServlet { 
 
    /** 
     * Processes requests for both HTTP <code>GET</code> and 
<code>POST</code> 
     * methods. 
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     * 
     * @param request servlet request 
     * @param response servlet response 
     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 
     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 
     */ 
    protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 
HttpServletResponse response) 
            throws ServletException, IOException, SAXException, 
XPathExpressionException, ParserConfigurationException, 
TransformerException, InterruptedException { 
        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 
        ArticleService articleService = new ArticleService(); 
        NodeList nodeList = null; 
 
        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
        out.println("<html>"); 
        out.println("<head><title>Display Articles</title><script 
src=\"http://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.11.0.min.js\"></script>\n" 
                + "        <link rel=\"stylesheet\" 
href=\"//netdna.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.1.1/css/bootstrap.min.
css\">\n" 
                + "        <link rel=\"stylesheet\" type=\"text/css\" 
href=\"Resources/CSS/articles.css\">\n" 
                + "        <script 
src=\"//netdna.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.1.1/js/bootstrap.min.js\
"></script></head>"); 
        out.println("<body>"); 
        out.println("<div class='container'>"); 
 
        if (request.getParameter("searchType").equals("1")) { 
            articleService.getAllArticles(); 
            out.println("<h2>Searching...</h2>"); 
            out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("</body>"); 
            out.println("</html>"); 
            response.setHeader("Refresh", "2;url=output.jsp"); 
            //response.sendRedirect("output.jsp"); 
        } else { 
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            nodeList = 
articleService.getArticlesByFilters(request.getParameter("articleNa
me"), request.getParameter("articleSubject"), 
request.getParameter("publicationYear"), 
request.getParameter("author")); 
 
            out.println("<h1 class=\"jumbotron\">Articles</h1>"); 
            out.println("<div class='row'>"); 
            out.println("<div class='col-lg-12'>"); 
            out.println("<div class='row'>"); 
            out.println("<div class='col-lg-12'>"); 
            out.println("<table class='table'>"); 
            
out.println("<thead><tr><th>Name</th><th>Category</th><th>Au
thors</th><th>Details</th></tr></thead>"); 
            out.println("<tbody>"); 
            for (int i = 0; i < nodeList.getLength(); i++) { 
            Element article=(Element) nodeList.item(i); 
                out.println("<tr>"); 
                    out.println("<td>"); 
                        
out.println(article.getElementsByTagName("name").item(0).getTex
tContent()); 
                        
//out.println(article.getChildNodes().item(0).getTextContent()); 
                    out.println("</td>"); 
                    out.println("<td>"); 
                        out.println(article.getAttribute("category")); 
                    out.println("</td>"); 
                    out.println("<td>"); 
                        NodeList list = 
article.getElementsByTagName("authors").item(0).getChildNodes()
; 
                        int z=0; 
                        for (int k = 0; k < list.getLength(); k++) { 
                            if (k % 2 == 1) { 
                            Node node = list.item(k); 
                            if(z==0){ 
                                out.println(node.getTextContent()); 
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                                z++;} 
                            else{ 
                                out.println(", "+node.getTextContent()); 
                                z++; 
                            } 
                            } 
                        } 
                    out.println("</td>"); 
                    out.println("<td>"); 
                        out.println("<a 
href='article.jsp?id="+article.getAttribute("id")+"'>Read 
more</a>"); 
                    out.println("</td>"); 
                out.println("</tr>"); 
            } 
            out.println("</tbody>"); 
            out.println("</table>"); 
            out.println("</div></div>"); 
            out.println("<div class='row'>"); 
            out.println("<div class='col-lg-3'>");out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("<div class='col-lg-6'>"); 
                out.println("<button type='button' style='width:100%;' 
class='btn btn-default' 
onClick='window.location=\"browseArticles.jsp\";'>Back</button>
"); 
            out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("<div class='col-lg-3'>");out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("</div>"); 
            out.println("</body>"); 
            out.println("</html>"); 
        } 
 
    } 
 
    // <editor-fold defaultstate="collapsed" desc="HttpServlet 
methods. Click on the + sign on the left to edit the code."> 
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    /** 
     * Handles the HTTP <code>GET</code> method. 
     * 
     * @param request servlet request 
     * @param response servlet response 
     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 
     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 
     */ 
    @Override 
    protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, 
HttpServletResponse response) 
            throws ServletException, IOException { 
        try { 
            processRequest(request, response); 
        } catch (SAXException | XPathExpressionException | 
ParserConfigurationException | TransformerException ex) { 
            
Logger.getLogger(DisplayArticles.class.getName()).log(Level.SEV
ERE, null, ex); 
        } catch (InterruptedException ex) { 
            
Logger.getLogger(DisplayArticles.class.getName()).log(Level.SEV
ERE, null, ex); 
        } 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Handles the HTTP <code>POST</code> method. 
     * 
     * @param request servlet request 
     * @param response servlet response 
     * @throws ServletException if a servlet-specific error occurs 
     * @throws IOException if an I/O error occurs 
     */ 
    @Override 
    protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, 
HttpServletResponse response) 
            throws ServletException, IOException { 
        try { 
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            processRequest(request, response); 
        } catch (SAXException | XPathExpressionException | 
ParserConfigurationException | TransformerException ex) { 
            
Logger.getLogger(DisplayArticles.class.getName()).log(Level.SEV
ERE, null, ex); 
        } catch (InterruptedException ex) { 
            
Logger.getLogger(DisplayArticles.class.getName()).log(Level.SEV
ERE, null, ex); 
        } 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Returns a short description of the servlet. 
     * 
     * @return a String containing servlet description 
     */ 
    @Override 
    public String getServletInfo() { 
        return "Short description"; 
    }// </editor-fold> 
 
} 
 
 

Servlets/processRegister.java 

 

protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 
HttpServletResponse response) 
            throws ServletException, IOException, 
ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, 
TransformerConfigurationException, TransformerException, 
NoSuchAlgorithmException, XPathExpressionException { 
        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 
        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
        HttpSession session = request.getSession(); 
        String username = request.getParameter("username"); 
        String password = request.getParameter("password"); 
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        String hashword = null; 
        MessageDigest md5 = MessageDigest.getInstance("MD5"); 
        md5.update(password.getBytes()); 
        BigInteger hash = new BigInteger(1, md5.digest()); 
        hashword = hash.toString(16); 
 
        String filepath = 
"C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects\\WebApplicatio
n1\\web\\Resources\\Users.xml"; 
        DocumentBuilderFactory docFactory = 
DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 
        DocumentBuilder docBuilder = 
docFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
        Document doc = docBuilder.parse(filepath); 
 
        XPath xPath = XPathFactory.newInstance().newXPath(); 
 
        Document document = (Document) docBuilder.parse(new 
FileInputStream(filepath)); 
        String expression = "//user[username='" + username + "']"; 
        NodeList nodeList = (NodeList) 
xPath.compile(expression).evaluate(document, 
XPathConstants.NODESET); 
 
        if (nodeList.getLength() == 0) { 
 
            Node users = doc.getFirstChild(); 
 
            Element newUser = doc.createElement("user"); 
            Element newUserUsername = 
doc.createElement("username"); 
            
newUserUsername.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(username)); 
            Element newUserPassword = 
doc.createElement("password"); 
            
newUserPassword.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(hashword)); 
            newUser.appendChild(newUserUsername); 
            newUser.appendChild(newUserPassword); 
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            users.appendChild(newUser); 
 
            // write the content into xml file 
            TransformerFactory transformerFactory = 
TransformerFactory.newInstance(); 
            Transformer transformer = 
transformerFactory.newTransformer(); 
            DOMSource source = new DOMSource(doc); 
            StreamResult result = new StreamResult(new 
File(filepath)); 
            transformer.transform(source, result); 
 
            System.out.println("Done"); 
 
        } 
 
        try { 
 
            out.println("<!DOCTYPE html>"); 
            out.println("<html>"); 
            out.println("<head>"); 
            out.println("<title>Servlet processRegister</title>"); 
            out.println("</head>"); 
            out.println("<body>"); 
            out.println("<center>"); 
            if (nodeList.getLength() == 0) { 
                out.println("<h1> SUCCESS </h1>"); 
                response.setHeader("Refresh", "2;url=login.jsp"); 
            } else { 
                out.println("<h1> ERROR! The account already exists. 
</h1>"); 
                response.setHeader("Refresh", "2;url=register.jsp"); 
            } 
            out.println("</center>"); 
            out.println("</body>"); 
            out.println("</html>"); 
        } finally { 
            out.close(); 
        } 
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    } 

 

Servlets/ processReadArticle.java 

 

protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 
HttpServletResponse response) 
            throws ServletException, IOException, 
ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, 
XPathExpressionException, TransformerConfigurationException, 
TransformerException { 
        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 
        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
        HttpSession session = request.getSession(); 
        String username = session.getAttribute("username").toString(); 
        String id = request.getParameter("id"); 
 
        String filepath = 
"C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects\\WebApplicatio
n1\\web\\Resources\\readArticles.xml"; 
        DocumentBuilderFactory docFactory = 
DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 
        DocumentBuilder docBuilder = 
docFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
        Document doc = docBuilder.parse(filepath); 
 
        Node users = doc.getFirstChild(); 
 
        Element newUser = doc.createElement("user"); 
        Element newUserUsername = doc.createElement("username"); 
        
newUserUsername.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(username)); 
        Element article = doc.createElement("article"); 
        article.setAttribute("id", id); 
        newUser.appendChild(newUserUsername); 
        newUser.appendChild(article); 
        users.appendChild(newUser); 
 
        System.out.println("Done"); 
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        // write the content into xml file 
        TransformerFactory transformerFactory = 
TransformerFactory.newInstance(); 
        Transformer transformer = 
transformerFactory.newTransformer(); 
        DOMSource source = new DOMSource(doc); 
        StreamResult result = new StreamResult(new File(filepath)); 
        transformer.transform(source, result); 
 
        try { 
            out.println("<!DOCTYPE html>"); 
            out.println("<html>"); 
            out.println("<head>"); 
            out.println("<title>Servlet processReadArticle</title>"); 
            out.println("</head>"); 
            out.println("<body>"); 
            out.println("<center>"); 
            out.println("<h1>Pending...</h1>"); 
            response.setHeader("Refresh", "2;url=article.jsp?id=" + id); 
            out.println("</center>"); 
            out.println("</body>"); 
            out.println("</html>"); 
        } finally { 
            out.close(); 
        } 
    } 
 

Servlets/processNotes.java 

 

protected void processRequest(HttpServletRequest request, 
HttpServletResponse response) 
            throws ServletException, IOException, 
ParserConfigurationException, SAXException, 
TransformerConfigurationException, TransformerException { 
        response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 
        PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
        HttpSession session = request.getSession(); 
        String username = session.getAttribute("username").toString(); 
        String id = request.getParameter("id"); 
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        String note = request.getParameter("note"); 
 
        String filepath = 
"C:\\Users\\RaduB\\Documents\\NetBeansProjects\\WebApplicatio
n1\\web\\Resources\\notes.xml"; 
        DocumentBuilderFactory docFactory = 
DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 
        DocumentBuilder docBuilder = 
docFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
        Document doc = docBuilder.parse(filepath); 
 
        Node articles = doc.getFirstChild(); 
 
        Element article = doc.createElement("article"); 
        article.setAttribute("id", id); 
        Element newUserUsername = doc.createElement("username"); 
        
newUserUsername.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(username)); 
        Element newNote = doc.createElement("note"); 
        newNote.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(note)); 
        article.appendChild(newUserUsername); 
        article.appendChild(newNote); 
 
        articles.appendChild(article); 
 
        System.out.println("Done"); 
 
        // write the content into xml file 
        TransformerFactory transformerFactory = 
TransformerFactory.newInstance(); 
        Transformer transformer = 
transformerFactory.newTransformer(); 
        DOMSource source = new DOMSource(doc); 
        StreamResult result = new StreamResult(new File(filepath)); 
        transformer.transform(source, result); 
        try { 
            /* TODO output your page here. You may use following 
sample code. */ 
            out.println("<!DOCTYPE html>"); 
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            out.println("<html>"); 
            out.println("<head>"); 
            out.println("<title>Servlet processNotes</title>"); 
            out.println("</head>"); 
            out.println("<body>"); 
            out.println("<center>"); 
            out.println("<h1>Pending...</h1>"); 
            response.setHeader("Refresh", "2;url=article.jsp?id=" + id); 
            out.println("</center>"); 
            out.println("</body>"); 
            out.println("</html>"); 
        } finally { 
            out.close(); 
        } 
    } 

13.2.  Annex 2. Resources and source code for the 

application using Jena API 

 

RDFBuilder.java 

 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.ModelFactory; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Property; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Resource; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.Scanner; 
 
public class RDFBuilder { 
 
    private static final String DEFAULT_INPUT_FILENAME = 
"MyModel.txt"; 
    private static final String DEFAULT_OUTPUT_FILENAME = 
"MyOutput.rdf"; 
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    private static final String DEFAULT_BASE_URI = 
"http://www.swproject.com/"; 
     
    private String inputFileName; 
    private String outputFileName; 
    private String baseUri; 
     
    public RDFBuilder() { 
        inputFileName = DEFAULT_INPUT_FILENAME; 
        outputFileName = DEFAULT_OUTPUT_FILENAME; 
        baseUri = DEFAULT_BASE_URI; 
    } 
     
    public void buildRDF() { 
        Model model = createModelFromFile(inputFileName); 
        writeModelAsRDF(model, outputFileName); 
    } 
     
    public void buildRDF(String inputText) { 
        Model model = createModelFromText(inputText); 
        writeModelAsRDF(model, outputFileName); 
    } 
     
    private Model createModelFromText(String text) { 
        Model model = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel(); 
        //each line is a statement (subject predicate object) 
        String[] statements = text.split("\\n"); 
        for (int i = 0; i < statements.length; i++) { 
            applyStatement(model, statements[i]); 
        } 
        return model; 
    } 
     
    private Model createModelFromFile(String fileName) { 
        Model model = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel(); 
        try ( 
                FileInputStream in = new FileInputStream(fileName); 
                Scanner s = new Scanner(in);) { 
            while (s.hasNextLine()) { 
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                //each line is a statement (subject predicate object) 
                String statement = s.nextLine(); 
                applyStatement(model, statement); 
            } 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
        return model; 
    } 
     
    private void applyStatement(Model model, String statement) { 
        //statement = subject predicate object 
        String[] statementSplit = statement.split(" "); 
        Resource subject = model.createResource(baseUri + 
statementSplit[0]); 
        Property predicate = model.createProperty(baseUri + 
statementSplit[1]); 
        //if object starts with quote, then it is a literal, otherwise a 
resource 
        if (statementSplit[2].startsWith("\"")) { 
            String object = statementSplit[2].substring(1); //skip first 
quote 
            //ensure whole literal is taken, in case it contains a space 
            for (int i = 3; i < statementSplit.length; i++) { 
                object += statementSplit[i]; 
            } 
            object = object.replace("\"", ""); //skip last quote 
            subject.addProperty(predicate, object); 
        } else { 
            Resource object = model.createResource(baseUri + 
statementSplit[2]); 
            subject.addProperty(predicate, object); 
        } 
    } 
     
    private void writeModelAsRDF(Model model, String fileName) 
{ 
        model.write(System.out); 
        try ( 
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                FileOutputStream out = new 
FileOutputStream(fileName);) { 
            model.write(out); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
    } 
     
     
    /** 
     * getters and setters 
     */ 
     
    public String getInputFileName() { 
        return inputFileName; 
    } 
 
    public void setInputFileName(String inputFileName) { 
        this.inputFileName = inputFileName; 
        if (inputFileName == null || inputFileName.isEmpty()) { 
            this.inputFileName = DEFAULT_INPUT_FILENAME; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public String getOutputFileName() { 
        return outputFileName; 
    } 
 
    public void setOutputFileName(String outputFileName) { 
        this.outputFileName = outputFileName; 
        if (outputFileName == null || outputFileName.isEmpty()) { 
            this.outputFileName = DEFAULT_OUTPUT_FILENAME; 
        } 
    } 
     
    public String getBaseUri() { 
        return baseUri; 
    } 
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    public void setBaseUri(String baseUri) { 
        this.baseUri = baseUri; 
    } 
     
} 
 

JenaJungGraph.java 

 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.RDFNode; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Resource; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Statement; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.util.iterator.ClosableIterator; 
import edu.uci.ics.jung.graph.DirectedGraph; 
import edu.uci.ics.jung.graph.util.EdgeType; 
import edu.uci.ics.jung.graph.util.Pair; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.Collection; 
import java.util.Collections; 
import java.util.HashSet; 
 
public class JenaJungGraph implements DirectedGraph<RDFNode, 
Statement> 
{ 
    final static boolean log = false; 
    private final Model model; 
 
    public JenaJungGraph(final Model model) { 
        this.model = model; 
    } 
 
    private static final <T> Collection<T> asCollection(final 
ClosableIterator<? extends T> it) { 
        final Collection<T> toReturn = new HashSet<T>(); 
        while (it.hasNext()) toReturn.add((T) it.next()); 
        it.close(); 
        return toReturn; 
    } 
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    public Collection<Statement> getInEdges(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getInEdges"); 
        return asCollection(model.listStatements(null, null, vertex)); 
    } 
 
    public Collection<Statement> getOutEdges(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getOutEdges"); 
        if (vertex.isLiteral()) return Collections.EMPTY_LIST; 
        else return asCollection(model.listStatements((Resource) 
vertex, null, (RDFNode) null)); 
    } 
 
    public Collection<RDFNode> getPredecessors(RDFNode vertex) 
{ 
        if (log) System.err.println("getPredecessors"); 
        // Generics can be ugly 
        return 
JenaJungGraph.<RDFNode>asCollection(model.listResourcesWith
Property(null, vertex)); 
    } 
 
    public Collection<RDFNode> getSuccessors(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getSucessors"); 
        if (vertex.isLiteral()) return Collections.EMPTY_LIST; 
        else return 
asCollection(model.listObjectsOfProperty((Resource) vertex, null)); 
    } 
 
    public int inDegree(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("inDegree"); 
        return getInEdges(vertex).size(); 
    } 
 
    public int outDegree(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("outDegree"); 
        return getOutEdges(vertex).size(); 
    } 
 
    public boolean isPredecessor(RDFNode v1, RDFNode v2) { 
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        if (log) System.err.println("isPredecessor"); 
        if (v1.isLiteral()) return false; 
        else return model.contains((Resource) v1, null, v2); 
    } 
 
    public boolean isSuccessor(RDFNode v1, RDFNode v2) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("isSuccessor"); 
        return isPredecessor(v2, v1); 
    } 
 
    public int getPredecessorCount(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getPredecessorCount"); 
        return getPredecessors(vertex).size(); 
    } 
 
    public int getSuccessorCount(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getSucessorCount"); 
        return getSuccessors(vertex).size(); 
    } 
 
    public RDFNode getSource(Statement directed_edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getSource"); 
        return directed_edge.getSubject(); 
    } 
 
    public RDFNode getDest(Statement directed_edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getDest"); 
        return directed_edge.getObject(); 
    } 
 
    public boolean isSource(RDFNode vertex, Statement edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("isSource"); 
        return vertex.equals(edge.getSubject()); 
    } 
 
    public boolean isDest(RDFNode vertex, Statement edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("isDest"); 
        return vertex.equals(edge.getObject()); 
    } 
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    public boolean addEdge(Statement e, RDFNode v1, RDFNode 
v2) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
    } 
 
    public boolean addEdge(Statement e, RDFNode v1, RDFNode 
v2, EdgeType edgeType) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
    } 
 
    public Pair<RDFNode> getEndpoints(Statement edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getEndpoints: " + edge); 
        return new Pair(edge.getSubject(), edge.getObject()); 
    } 
 
    public RDFNode getOpposite(RDFNode vertex, Statement edge) 
{ 
        if (log) System.err.println("getOpposite"); 
        if (edge.getSubject().equals(vertex)) return edge.getObject(); 
        else return edge.getSubject(); 
    } 
 
    public Collection<Statement> getEdges() { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getEdges"); 
        return asCollection(model.listStatements()); 
    } 
 
    public Collection<RDFNode> getVertices() { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getVertices"); 
        Collection<RDFNode> toReturn = 
asCollection(model.listObjects()); 
        toReturn.addAll(asCollection(model.listSubjects())); 
        return toReturn; 
    } 
 
    public boolean containsVertex(RDFNode vertex) { 
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        if (log) System.err.println("containsVertex"); 
        if (vertex.isResource() && 
                model.contains((Resource) vertex, null, (RDFNode) null)) 
return true; 
        return model.contains(null, null, vertex); 
    } 
 
    public boolean containsEdge(Statement edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("containsEdge"); 
        return model.contains(edge); 
    } 
 
    public int getEdgeCount() { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getEdgeCount"); 
        return (int) model.size(); 
    } 
 
    public int getVertexCount() { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getVertexCount"); 
        return getVertices().size(); 
    } 
 
    public Collection<RDFNode> getNeighbors(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.print("getNeighbours"); 
        Collection<RDFNode> i = new HashSet<RDFNode>(); 
        i.addAll(getSuccessors(vertex)); 
        i.addAll(getPredecessors(vertex)); 
        return i; 
    } 
 
    public Collection<Statement> getIncidentEdges(RDFNode 
vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getIncidentEdges"); 
        Collection<Statement> most = 
                asCollection(model.listStatements(null, null, vertex)); 
        if (vertex.isResource()) most.addAll( 
                asCollection(model.listStatements((Resource) vertex, 
null, (RDFNode) null)) 
                ); 
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        return most; 
    } 
 
    public Collection<RDFNode> getIncidentVertices(Statement 
edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getIncidentVertices"); 
        return Arrays.asList(edge.getSubject(), edge.getObject()); 
    } 
 
    public Statement findEdge(RDFNode v1, RDFNode v2) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("findEdgeSet"); 
        Collection<Statement> i = findEdgeSet(v1, v2); 
        if (i.isEmpty()) return null; 
        return i.iterator().next(); // TODO don't do this 
    } 
 
    public Collection<Statement> findEdgeSet(RDFNode v1, 
RDFNode v2) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("findEdgeSet"); 
        Collection<Statement> c = new HashSet<Statement>(); 
        if (v1.isResource()) c.addAll( 
                asCollection(model.listStatements((Resource) v1, null, 
v2))); 
        if (v2.isResource()) c.addAll( 
                asCollection(model.listStatements((Resource) v2, null, 
v1))); 
        return c; 
    } 
 
    public boolean addVertex(RDFNode vertex) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
    } 
 
    public boolean addEdge(Statement edge, Collection<? extends 
RDFNode> vertices) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
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    } 
 
    public boolean addEdge(Statement edge, Collection<? extends 
RDFNode> vertices, EdgeType edge_type) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
    } 
 
    public boolean removeVertex(RDFNode vertex) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
    } 
 
    public boolean removeEdge(Statement edge) { 
        throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not supported 
yet."); 
    } 
 
    public boolean isNeighbor(RDFNode v1, RDFNode v2) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("isNeighbour"); 
        return this.getNeighbors(v1).contains(v2); 
    } 
 
    public boolean isIncident(RDFNode vertex, Statement edge) { 
        System.err.println("isIncident"); 
        return (edge.getSubject().equals(vertex) || 
                edge.getObject().equals(vertex)); 
    } 
 
    public int degree(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("degree"); 
        return inDegree(vertex) + outDegree(vertex); 
    } 
 
    public int getNeighborCount(RDFNode vertex) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("neighbour count"); 
        return this.getNeighbors(vertex).size(); 
    } 
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    public int getIncidentCount(Statement edge) { 
        if (edge.getSubject().equals(edge.getObject())) return 1; 
        return 2; 
    } 
 
    public EdgeType getEdgeType(Statement edge) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getEdgeType"); 
        return EdgeType.DIRECTED; 
    } 
 
    public EdgeType getDefaultEdgeType() { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getDefaultEdgeType"); 
        return EdgeType.DIRECTED; 
    } 
 
    public Collection<Statement> getEdges(EdgeType edge_type) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getEdges(type)"); 
        if (edge_type.equals(EdgeType.DIRECTED)) return 
getEdges(); 
        else return Collections.EMPTY_LIST; 
    } 
 
    public int getEdgeCount(EdgeType edge_type) { 
        if (log) System.err.println("getEdgeCount(type)"); 
        if (edge_type.equals(EdgeType.DIRECTED)) return (int) 
model.size(); 
        else return 0; 
    } 
 
} 
 

Transformers.java 

 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.RDFNode; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Resource; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Statement; 
import com.hp.hpl.jena.shared.PrefixMapping; 
import org.apache.commons.collections15.Transformer; 
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public class Transformers { 
 
    public final static NodeT NODE = new NodeT(); 
    public final static EdgeT EDGE = new EdgeT(); 
 
    private final static String toString(Resource resource) { 
        if (resource.isAnon()) return "[]"; 
        PrefixMapping pmap = resource.getModel(); 
        String qname = pmap.qnameFor(resource.getURI()); 
        if (qname != null) return qname; 
        return "<" + resource.getURI() + ">"; 
    } 
 
    public static class NodeT implements Transformer<RDFNode, 
String> { 
 
        public String transform(RDFNode input) { 
            if (input.isLiteral()) return input.toString(); 
            else return Transformers.toString((Resource) input); 
        } 
         
    } 
 
    public static class EdgeT implements Transformer<Statement, 
String> { 
 
        public String transform(Statement input) { 
            return Transformers.toString(input.getPredicate()); 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
 

 

 


